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KURZZUSAMMENFASSUNG. In dieser Arbeit beleuchten wir die Kohomolo-
gie verallgemeinerter Kummerscher Varieta¨ten. Diese sind kompakte irreduzible
holomorph symplektische Mannigfaltigkeiten. Auf einer solchen Mannigfaltig-
keit X der Dimension 2n hat nach einem Ergebnis von Huybrechts ([17]) die
Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch Formel fu¨r ein Geradenbu¨ndel L die spezielle Form
χ(X,L) =
∑n
k=0 a2kqX(c1(L))
k mit universellen, d.h. nur vonX abha¨ngigen,
Konstanten a2k und der Beauville- Bogomolovschen quadratischen Form qX auf
H2(X,Z).
Im ersten Teil dieser Arbeit geben wir im Falle der verallgemeinerten Kum-
merschen Varieta¨ten eine explizite Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch Formel an und be-
rechnen damit diese Konstanten.
Im folgenden Kapitel bescha¨ftigen wir uns dann mit der singula¨ren Ko-
homologie. Durch die Betrachtung lokal konstanter Systemen auf dem Hilbert-
schema A[n] einer abelschen Fla¨che A, welche durch eine Galois- ¨Uberlagerung
A × K(n−1)A → A[n] induziert werden, und indem wir die Beschreibung der
Produktstruktur auf H∗(A[n],C) von Lehn und Sorger ([20]) verwenden, gelan-
gen wir zu einer Beschreibung der Ringstruktur der Kohomologie verallgemei-
nerter Kummerscher Varieta¨ten.
In einem abschließenden Abschnitt bescha¨ftigen wir uns schließlich mit
dem Orbifoldkohomologiering, der von Fantechi und Go¨ttsche in [7] berech-
net wurde. Wir korrigieren einen kleinen Fehler, der ihnen bei der Berechnung
der Produktstruktur im Falle der verallgemeinerten Kummerschen Varieta¨ten un-
terlaufen ist, und beweisen die Isomorphie des Orbifoldkohomologieringes mit
dem singula¨ren Kohomologiering.
ABSTRACT. In this thesis we are dealing with questions about the cohomology
of generalized Kummer varieties. These are irreducible holomorphic symplectic
manifolds. According to a theorem of Huybrechts ([17]), on such a manifold
X of dimension 2n, the Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch formula for a line bundle L
has the special form χ(X,L) =
∑n
k=0 a2kqX(L)
k
, where the a2k are univer-
sal constants, only depending on X , and qX denotes the Beauville-Bogomolov
quadratic form on H2(X,Z).
In the first part of this thesis we give an explicit Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch
formula in the case of generalized Kummer varieties and therewith compute
these constants.
In the following sections we consider the singular cohomology of general-
ized Kummer varieties. By using locally constant systems on the Hilbert scheme
A[n] of an abelian surface which are induced by a Galois cover A×K(n−1)A→
A[n] and the description of the ring structure of H∗(A[n],C) by Lehn and Sorger
([20]), we determine the ring structure of the cohomology of the generalized
Kummer varieties.
In a last chapter we deal with the orbifold cohomology which was com-
puted by Fantechi and Go¨ttsche in [7]. After the correction of a slight error that
occurred in their computation of the orbifold cup product in the case of the gen-
eralized Kummer varieties, we prove that the orbifold cohomology ring is in fact
isomorphic to the ordinary cohomology ring.
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Einleitung
Verallgemeinerte Kummersche Varieta¨ten wurden von Arnaud Beauville eingefu¨hrt.
Sie bilden in [1], neben den Hilbertschemata von K3-Fla¨chen, die zweite Reihe
von Beispielen fu¨r irreduzible holomorph symplektische Mannigfaltigkeiten. Es
handelt sich dabei um einfach zusammenha¨ngende kompakte Ka¨hlermannigfaltig-
keiten X , deren Raum der globalen holomorphen Zweiformen H0(X,Ω2X) von
einer u¨berall nichtausgearteten Form σ erzeugt wird. Diese Mannigfaltigkeiten
kann man als ho¨herdimensionale Analoga von K3-Fla¨chen ansehen. So wird in
oben genannter Arbeit auch eine quadratische Form
qX : H2(X,Z) −→ Z,
heute Beauville-Bogomolovsche quadratische Form genannt, eingefu¨hrt, welche
die Schnittpaarung auf der zweiten Kohomologie einer K3-Fla¨che verallgemeinert.
Daniel Huybrechts konnte in [17] (vgl. auch [13]) unter anderem den folgenden
Satz u¨ber die Eulercharakteristik eines Geradenbu¨ndels L auf einer kompakten
irreduziblen symplektischen Mannigfaltigkeit beweisen.
THEOREM (Huybrechts, [17]). — Sei X eine kompakte irreduzible holomorph
symplektische Mannigfaltigkeit der Dimension dimX = 2n. Dann gibt es Kon-
stanten a2k, k = 0, . . . n, welche nur von X abha¨ngen, derart, dass fu¨r jedes
Geradenbu¨ndel L ∈ Pic(X) die Eulercharakteristik durch das Polynom
χ(X,L) =
n∑
k=0
a2kqX(c1(L))k
gegeben ist, wobei qX die Beauville-Bogomolovsche quadratische Form bezeich-
net.
In [6] wird eine explizite Formel fu¨r die Eulercharakteristik χ(X [n], L) eines Ge-
radenbu¨ndels L auf dem Hilbertschema X [n] von n Punkten auf einer K3-Fla¨che
angegeben und somit fu¨r die erste Beispielklasse die Koeffizienten in Huybrechts’
Theorem bestimmt.
Im ersten Teil der vorliegenden Arbeit, in Kapitel 2, lo¨sen wir dieses Problem im
Falle der verallgemeinerten Kummerschen Varieta¨ten. Das Ergebnis ist die fol-
gende Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch Formel:
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THEOREM 6. — Es sei L ein holomorphes Geradenbu¨ndel auf der verallgemei-
nerten Kummerschen Varieta¨t K(n−1)A der Dimension 2(n − 1). Weiterhin sei q
die Beauville-Bogomolovsche quadratische Form. Dann ist die Eulercharakteristik
χ(K(n−1)A,L) durch das folgende Polynom in q(c1(L)) gegeben:
χ(K(n−1)A,L) = n
(1
2q(c1(L)) + n− 1
n− 1
)
.
In den darauf folgenden Kapiteln wenden wir uns der gewo¨hnlichen, d.h. singu-
la¨ren, Kohomologie zu.
In [12] benutzen Lothar Go¨ttsche und Wolfgang Soergel schnittkohomologische
Methoden, um die Vektorraumstruktur der Kohomologie der Hilbertschemata von
Punkten auf Fla¨chen und der verallgemeinerten Kummerschen Varieta¨ten zu be-
stimmen. (Die Bettizahlen der Hilbertschemata waren schon von Go¨ttsche in [11]
berechnet worden.)
Aufbauend auf Ergebnisse von Hiraku Nakajima, der in [23] auf geometrische
Weise eine darstellungstheoretische Deutung der Kohomologie der Hilbertsche-
mata von Fla¨chen gibt, und Manfred Lehn, der auf diesem Raum die zusa¨tzliche
Operation der Virasoroalgebra gefunden und geometrisch gedeutet hat ([19]), ge-
lang es Manfred Lehn und Christoph Sorger in [21] und [20] die Ringstruktur der
Kohomologie der Hilbertschemata im Falle von C2, einer K3-Fla¨che oder eines
komplexen Torus’ zu bestimmen.
Auf diese Beschreibung aufbauend berechnen wir in Kapitel 3 die Ringstruktur
im Falle der verallgemeinerten Kummerschen Varieta¨ten. Wir betrachten dazu
lokal konstante Systeme auf dem Hilbertschema A[n], welches durch A×K(n−1)A
u¨berlagert wird. Dies liefert zuna¨chst eine abstrakte Beschreibung der Ringstruk-
tur von H∗(A × K(n−1)A,C) in Termen der Kohomologie von A[n] mit Werten
in diesen lokal konstanten Systemen. Wir verallgemeinern im Folgenden Naka-
jimas Operatorbeschreibung auf die Kohomologie der Hilbertschemata A[n] mit
Werten in einem lokal konstanten System. Wir geben weiterhin eine konkrete
geometrische Beschreibung davon, wie diese Operatoren die Kohomologie des
Hilbertschemas erzeugen, so dass wir eine explizite geometrische Beschreibung
der Kohomologie des Hilbertschemas A[n] mit Werten in lokal konstanten Syste-
men erhalten. Durch diese Beschreibung gelingt es uns in Theorem 32 die Struk-
tur des cup-Produktes auf den verallgemeinerten Kummerschen Varieta¨ten auf die
bekannte Ringstruktur des Hilbertschemas A[n] zuru¨ckzufu¨hren.
Im abschließenden Kapitel 4 vergleichen wir unser Ergebnis mit dem Orbifold-
kohomologiering der glatten Quotienten-Orbifold [A × (An0 )/Sn], wobei An0 die
Menge der (ai) ∈ An, deren Summe
∑
ai = 0 ist, bezeichnet. Dieser Ring wurde
von Barbara Fantechi und Lothar Go¨ttsche in [7] berechnet. Sie formulieren dort
die Vermutung, dass dieser dadurch beschriebene Orbifold-Kohomologiering von
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[An0/Sn] mit dem singula¨ren Kohomologiering der verallgemeinerten Kummer-
schen Varieta¨t K(n−1)A, welche die Singularita¨ten von An0/Sn auflo¨st, u¨berein-
stimme.
Zuna¨chst erga¨nzen wir die Produktformel von Fantechi und Go¨ttsche im Falle der
verallgemeinerten Kummerschen Varieta¨ten um einen von ihnen u¨bersehenen Fak-
tor. Nach dieser Berechnung des Orbifold-cup-Produktes beweisen wir, dass der
Orbifoldkohomologiering zum gewo¨hnlichen Kohomologiering isomorph ist.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
Generalized Kummer varieties were introduced by Arnaud Beauville. In [1], they
form — beside the Hilbert schemes of K3 surfaces — the second series of exam-
ples of so called compact irreducible holomorphic symplectic manifolds. These
are simply connected compact Ka¨hler manifolds X , such that the space of global
holomorphic two-forms H0(X,Ω2X) is generated by an everywhere non-degenerate
form σ. These manifolds should be seen as higher dimensional analogs of K3 sur-
faces. Accordingly, in the paper cited above, a quadratic form
qX : H2(X,Z) −→ Z,
now known as the Beauville-Bogomolov quadratic form, is introduced. It general-
izes the intersection pairing on the second cohomology of a K3 surface.
Daniel Huybrechts showed in [17] (cf. also [13]) the following theorem about the
Euler characteristic of a holomorphic line bundle L on a compact irreducible sym-
plectic manifold X:
THEOREM (Huybrechts, [17]). — Let X be a compact irreducible holomorphic
symplectic manifold of dimension dimX = 2n. Then, there are constants a2k,
k = 0, . . . , n, only depending on X , such that for every line bundle L ∈ Pic(X)
the Euler characteristic is given by the following polynomial:
χ(X,L) =
n∑
k=0
a2kqX(c1(L))k,
where qX denotes the Beauville-Bogomolov quadratic form.
In [6], an explicit formula for the Euler characteristic χ(X [n], L) of a line bundle
L on the Hilbert scheme X [n] of n points on a K3 surface is given.
In Chapter 2 of this thesis, we solve the problem of computing these coefficients
for the generalized Kummer varieties. The result is the following Hirzebruch-
Riemann-Roch formula:
THEOREM 6. — LetL be a line bundle on the generalized Kummer varietyK(n−1)A
of dimension 2(n− 1). Then, the Euler characteristic of L is given by
χ(K(n−1)A,L) = n
(1
2q(c1(L)) + n− 1
n− 1
)
,
where q is the Beauville-Bogomolov quadratic form on H2(K(n−1)A,Z).
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In the following chapter of this thesis, we consider the ordinary, i.e. singular, co-
homology of generalized Kummer varieties.
In [12], Lothar Go¨ttsche and Wolfgang Soergel use methods from intersection co-
homology to determine the structure of the cohomology of the Hilbert schemes
and generalized Kummer varieties as a vector space. (The Betti numbers had been
computed by Go¨ttsche in [11] already.)
Using the results of Hiraku Nakajima, who gave a representation theoretic inter-
pretation of the cohomology in [23], and Manfred Lehn, who found an operation
of the Virasoro algebra on this space and gave an geometric interpretation of it in
[19], Manfred Lehn and Christoph Sorger succeeded in [21] and [20] in determin-
ing the ring structure of the cohomology of the Hilbert scheme in the cases of the
affine plane C2, K3 surfaces and complex tori.
Using this description, in Chapter 3 we compute the ring structure of the cohomol-
ogy of generalized Kummer varieties. We consider locally constant systems on the
Hilbert scheme A[n] which is covered by A×K(n−1)A. We generalize Nakajima’s
Operators to the cohomology of A[n] with values in locally constant systems and
give a concrete geometric interpretation of how the resulting operators generate the
cohomology of the Hilbert scheme. We thus get an explicit geometrical descrip-
tion of the cohomology of the Hilbert scheme A[n] with values in locally constant
systems. The central result is Theorem 32, in which we express the ring structure
of H∗(A×K(n−1)A,C) in terms of the known cup product on H∗(A[n],C).
In the last chapter, we compare our result with the orbifold cohomology ring of
the quotient orbifold [A×An0/Sn] which was computed by Barbara Fantechi and
Lothar Go¨ttsche in [7]. There, they state the conjecture that analogous to the case
of the Hilbert scheme, the orbifold cohomology ring in the case of the generalized
Kummer varieties should be isomorphic to the actual cohomology. After replen-
ishing their formula for the orbifold cup product with certain factors that were
overlooked in [7] in the case of the generalized Kummer varieties , we prove that
the two rings are in fact isomorphic.
CHAPTER 2
A Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch formula
1. Basic Facts.
In this section, we will recall the basic definitions and fix the notations used through-
out this thesis.
GENERAL NOTATIONS. Let X be a smooth irreducible projective surface over
C. The n-th symmetric product SnX is the quotient Xn/Sn of the n-fold product
by the symmetric group. It is of dimension dimSnX = 2n and parameterizes
effective zero-cycles of degree n on X .
The Hilbert scheme X [n] is the moduli space of zero-dimensional closed sub-
schemes of length n of X . It is a projective scheme by a theorem of Grothendieck
([15]).
There is a natural morphism of schemes, the so called Hilbert-Chow morphism
ρ : X [n] → SnX which sends a closed subscheme to its (weighted) support:
ρ(ξ) =
∑
x∈X
l(Oξ,x)x,
where l(Oξ,x) denotes the length of the structure sheaf Oξ,x of the subscheme
corresponding to the point ξ ∈ X [n].
Further, we have the following geometric fact due to Fogarty ([8]) concerningX [n]:
THEOREM (Fogarty, [8]). — The Hilbert scheme X [n] is smooth and projective of
dimension 2n.
It follows that in this case ρ is a birational morphism and a desingularization of
SnX .
Especially in Chapter 3 we will made use of the following notions for the strati-
fication of the symmetric product SnX and the Hilbert scheme X [n] of a surface
X:
Let λ = (l1 ≥ l2 ≥ . . . ≥ ls) = (1α1 , 2α2 , . . . , nαn) be a partition of n. In
the second notation of λ, the number αi just counts the multiplicity with which i
occurs in the partition. The length of λ will be denoted by |λ| := s =∑αi.
The zero-cycles of the form
∑
1≤j≤s ljxj ∈ SnX , with xj ∈ X and xj 6= xk for
j 6= k, form a locally closed subset SnλX in SnX: We have SnλX =
⋃
µ≤λ S
n
µX ,
where the union runs over all partitions µ = (m1 ≥ . . . ≥ ms′) such that there
3
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exists a surjection ϕ : {1, . . . , s}  {1, . . . , s′} with mj = ∑i∈ϕ−1(j) li for all j.
That is, SnλX is the locus consisting of all tuples
∑
1≤j≤s ljxj without the condition
on the xj’s being mutually different.
Denote by ∆ ⊂ SnX the big diagonal, i.e. the locus of zero-cycles∑xj such that
at least two points coincide. We have ∆ = Snλ0X , where λ0 = (2, 1, . . . , 1).
The variety SnλX is isomorphic to the open set in
∏
i (S
αiX–∆), consisting of
tuples (Ci :=
∑αi
j=1 xij)i such that Ci and Cj do not meet for i 6= j. It follows
that dim(SnλX) = 2|λ|.
Denote further by SλX the variety
∏
i S
αiX . We have a morphism SλX → SnλX
given on points by (
∑αi
j=1 xij)i 7→
∑
i,j ixij . In fact the morphism is a home-
omorphism on the level of closed points as it is a bijective continuous map be-
tween compact spaces. In particular, on the level of (singular) cohomology, we
find H∗(SλX,C) = H∗(SnλX,C).
We denote by X [n]λ := ρ−1(SnλX) the corresponding locally closed stratum of the
Hilbert scheme. The fibre of ρ over a point of SnλX is isomorphic to ρ−1(
∑
ljxj) =
(ρ−1lj (ljxj))j ⊂
∏
j X
[lj ]
. By a theorem of Brianc¸on (cf. [4]), this fibre is irre-
ducible of dimension
∑
(lj − 1) = n− |λ|. It follows that X [n]λ is irreducible and
dim(X [n]λ ) = n + |λ|. Furthermore, observe that there is precisely one stratum of
codimension one, namely X [n](2,1,...,1). Its closure
E := X [n](2,1,...,1) =
⋃
λ6=(1n)
X
[n]
λ
is an irreducible divisor on X [n], the exceptional divisor of ρ.
GENERALIZED KUMMER VARIETIES. To define Generalized Kummer varieties,
we consider the special case of an abelian surface A. Here, choosing a point 0 ∈ A,
we have a summation morphism An −→ A. Since this is clearly symmetric, it
factors through Σ: SnA −→ A, and by composing with ρ one gets the ‘summation’
morphism s : X [n] −→ A. The (n − 1)-th Generalized Kummer variety K(n−1)A
is defined as the fiber of the summation morphism s over 0.
As was shown by Beauville in [1], K(n−1)A is an irreducible holomorphic sym-
plectic manifold of dimension 2(n − 1). Recall that this means that K(n−1)A is a
simply connected compact Ka¨hler manifold such that H0(K(n−1)A,Ω2) is gener-
ated by an everywhere non-degenerate holomorphic two-form σ. In order to intro-
duce some more notations, we briefly show that the Generalized Kummer variety
is smooth and independent of the choice of the point 0:
Since the group A acts on itself by translation, there is an induced action on the
Hilbert scheme A[n]. Let us denote the translation by an element a ∈ A by ta in
both cases. Let an element a ∈ A acting on A[n] via ta while acting on A via tna.
With respect to this action s is an equivariant morphism. Since A acts transitively
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on itself, all fibers of s are isomorphic. In particular, the definition of K(n−1)A is
independent of the choice of 0 ∈ A. Since A and A[n] are both smooth, there are
smooth fibers, so the Kummer variety is smooth.
Actually, the fibration A[n] s−→ A is isotrivial, i.e. one has the following Cartesian
diagram, where n denotes the morphism ‘multiplication by n’ A ∆−→ An Σ−→ A:
A×C K(n−1)A
pA

ν // A[n]
s

A n
// A.
(1)
In terms of closed points, the fibre product is given as A ×A A[n] = {(a, ξ) ∈
A×A[n]|s(ξ) = na}. This is isomorphic to A×K(n−1)A via
A×A A[n] 3 (a, ξ) 7→ (a, t−a(ξ)) ∈ A×K(n−1)A.
Therefore, on closed points the morphism ν in the above diagram is just the re-
striction of the translation operation on A[n] to the Generalized Kummer Variety.
Observe that since n is a Galois cover with Galois group A[n], the group of n
torsion points, so is ν. It therefore realizes the Hilbert scheme A[n] as a quotient
(A×K(n−1)A)/A[n].
EXAMPLE. — The classical Kummer surface.
The easiest example — and the reason for the terminology ‘Generalized Kummer
varieties’ — is the Kummer model of a K3 surface. This surface is constructed as
follows (for details, cf. e.g. [2]):
One starts with the Abelian surface A and considers the singular quotient A/∼
by the involution (−1)A. The singularities are the images of the 16 two-division
points. The desingularization, which we again denote by K1A, is the classical
Kummer K3 surface.
Alternatively one can first blow up the 16 points of order 2 of A and let K1A be the
quotient of the induced involution on the blown up surface Aˆ. In other words, one
has the following commutative diagram:
K1A
ε

Aˆoo

A/∼ A.oo
The surfaceK1A can be identified with the fiber over 0 of the summation morphism
s : A[2] −→ A as follows:
In the case n = 2 the Hilbert-Chow morphism ρ : A[2] −→ S2A is simply the blow-
up of the diagonal ∆ ⊂ S2A (cf. [8]). Denote by ∆˜ : A −→ S2A the morphism
induced by the two isomorphisms idA and (−1)A. On closed points, ∆˜ is given
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by a 7→ (a,−a). By definition of S2A and A/∼, it descends to a morphism
A/∼−→ S2A, which we again denote by ∆˜. From the universal property of the
fibre product, we get an isomorphism A/∼−→ Σ−1(0).
Thus, we have the following commutative diagram:
K1A
ε

// A[2]
ρ

A/∼

∆˜ // S2A
Σ

0 // A
(2)
This shows that ε = ρ|K1A and that the two descriptions of K1A coincide.
In [1], the following theorem on the fundamental group of the Hilbert scheme X [n]
of a surface X is shown:
THEOREM (Beauville, [1]). — Let X be a compact complex surface and n ≥ 2.
The fundamental group of X [n] is given by pi1(X [n]) = pi1(X)ab.
From this fact, it follows that the generalized Kummer varieties are simply con-
nected: It results from Beauville’s Theorem that pi1(A[n]) is isomorphic to pi1(A) '
Z4. Considering the long exact sequence
· · · → pi2(A) −→ pi1(K(n−1)A) −→ pi1(A[n]) −→ pi1(A) −→ 0,
and using pi2(A) = 0, it follows that K(n−1)A is simply connected.
THE BEAUVILLE-BOGOMOLOV QUADRATIC FORM. We will end this section
with a few remarks on the Beauville-Bogomolov quadratic form qX on an irre-
ducible holomorphic symplectic manifold X of dimension 2n.
As such an X is in particular a compact Ka¨hler manifold, Hodge decomposition
holds. Normalize the symplectic form σ ∈ H2,0(X) by demanding ∫X σσ¯ = 1.
Decomposes a class α ∈ H2(X,C) as α = λσ+β+µσ¯, with β ∈ H1,1(X). In this
notation, the unnormalized Beauville-Bogomolov quadratic form fX is defined by
fX(α) = λµ+
n
2
∫
X
β2(σσ¯)n−1.
It is shown in [1] that fX is non-degenerate and that it comes — up to a posi-
tive scalar factor — from a unique integral form qX of signature (3, b2 − 3) on
H2(X,Z).
In the sequel of this section, we will describe the structure of the second cohomol-
ogy H2(K(n−1)A,C) of the generalized Kummer variety K(n−1)A and the normal-
ized Beauville-Bogomolov quadratic form q on it.
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As a first step we recall the following general fact, a proof of which can be found
in [1]: Let X be a compact surface and let n ≥ 2. Denote by pi : Xn → SnX the
canonical projection. Let E = X [n](2,1,...,1) be the exceptional divisor in X [n]. Then
there exists an embedding j : H2(X,C) ↪→ H2(X [n],C), where for a ∈ H2(X,C)
the associated class α := j(a) ∈ H2(X [n],C) is given by
α = ρ∗α′, with H2(SnX,C) 3 α′ such that pi∗α′ =
n∑
i=1
p∗i a.
The second cohomology of X [n] is given by
H2(X [n],C) = j
(
H2(X,C)
)⊕( n⊕
i=1
H1(X,C)⊗2
)Sn
⊕ C[E].
Let α = j(a) and β = j(b) be two classes in H2(X [n],C). One finds for the top
intersection product∫
X[n]
α2n =
∫
SnX
α′2n =
1
n!
∫
Xn
(∑
p∗i a
)2n
=
(2n)!
2nn!
(
a2
)n
, (3)
where on the surface X , we write a2 instead of
∫
X a
2
.
By decomposing
∫
X[n] (α+ β)
2n in the components of the appropriate degree in a
and b and using (3) , it follows that∫
X[n]
α2n−2β2 =
(2n− 2)!
2n−1n!
(
n(a2)n−1b2 + 4
(
n
2
)
(a2)n−2(a · b)2
)
and (4)∫
X[n]
α2n−1β =
(2n)!
2nn!
(a2)n−1(a · b). (5)
Now, consider the special case of X = A, an abelian surface. Let n > 2. Denote
by F = E|K(n−1)A the trace of the exceptional divisor. In [1], it is shown that
H2(K(n−1)A,C) = i
(
H2(A,C)
)⊕ C[F ],
where i : H2(A,C) ↪→ H2(K(n−1)A,C) is given by i(a) = j(a)|K(n−1)A.
The following proposition is well-known. We although include it here, since there
seems to exist no proof of it in the literature.
PROPOSITION 1. — The quadratic form fK(n−1)A can be normalized by a positive
scalar factor to a quadratic form q, such that one has q(i(a)) = a2. For the class
of the exceptional divisor one has q([F ]) = −8n.
Further, the decomposition H2(K(n−1)A,C) = i
(
H2(A,C)
)⊕C[F ] is orthogonal
with respect to q.
Proof. The proof will occupy the rest of this section.
1. Denote again by ν : A × K(n−1)A → A[n] the A[n]-Galois cover of A[n] and
by n : A → A the corresponding cover of the torus, given by multiplication with
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n. Denote by pA : A × K(n−1)A → A and pK : A × K(n−1)A → K(n−1)A the
projections. Let α = j(a) ∈ H2(A[n],C). Then one has the following
LEMMA 2. — With the notations introduced above, one has
ν∗α = n · p∗Aa+ p∗K(i(a)) ∈ H2(A×K(n−1)A,C).
To see this, recall the following general situation:
LEMMA 3. — Let X be a simply connected compact manifold and let Y be a
connected compact manifold. Let pX : X × Y → X and pY : X × Y → Y be
the projections. Let x0 and y0 be a point in X and Y , respectively. Denote by
iX : X → X × {y0} and iY : Y → {x0} × Y the corresponding splittings of the
projections. Then every class α ∈ H2(X×Y,C) is given as α = p∗Xi∗Xα+p∗Y i∗Y α.
Proof of Lemma 2. Our assertion follows from Lemma 3: Choose an origin 0 ∈ A.
Choose further an element ξ0 ∈ K(n−1)A that lies over the point n · 0 ∈ SnA.
With these points, define the corresponding splittings iA and iK of pA and pK ,
respectively. Since ν ◦ iK is the embedding of K(n−1)A in A[n] as fibre over 0, one
gets ν∗α = p∗Aβ + p∗K(i(a)). To determine β, recall that α is of the form ρ∗(α′)
with α′ ∈ H2(SnA,C) by definition. Complete diagram (1) as follows
A×K(n−1)A
ρ′

ν // A[n]
ρ

A× (SnA)0
pA

ν′ // SnA
Σ

A
n // A.
(6)
Here, (SnA)0 denotes the fiber over 0 of the addition morphism Σ : SnA −→ A,
the morphism ρ′ = idA × ρ|K(n−1)A the desingularization of A × (SnA)0, and ν ′
is defined analogously to ν.
Instead of computing i∗Aν∗α we compute
i∗Aρ
′∗ν ′∗α′ = na,
since the morphism ν ′ ◦ ρ′ ◦ iA sends a point x ∈ A to nx ∈ SnA and thus is just
the diagonal morphism A→ SnA . 
REMARK 4. — An analogous statement will be proven in the case of line bundles
in Lemma 2 in Section 2.
2. It follows that for α = j(a) ∈ H2(A[n],C), one has the equality
n4
∫
A[n]
α2n =
∫
A×K(n−1)A
ν∗α2n =
(
2n
2
)
n2a2
∫
K(n−1)A
(α|K(n−1)A)2n−2
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Using equation (3), this implies for α = i(a) ∈ H2(K(n−1)A,C):∫
K(n−1)A
α2n−2 = n2
(2n− 2)!
2n−1n!
(
a2
)n−1
. (7)
Further, using the same polarization method as in the derivation of the equations
(4) and (5), one finds for two classes α = i(a) and β = i(b):∫
K(n−1)A
α2n−4β2 = n2
(2n− 4)!
2n−2n!
·(
(n− 1)(a2)n−2b2 + 4
(
n− 1
2
)
(a2)n−3(a · b)2
)
(8)
and ∫
K(n−1)A
α2n−3β = n2
(2n− 2)!
2n−1n!
(a2)n−2(a · b). (9)
3. For every α ∈ H2(K(n−1)A,C) denote by v(α) = ∫X α2n−2 the top intersection
product onX = K(n−1)A. With this notation one has, as on every irreducible holo-
morphic symplectic variety, the following formula, relating values of the unnormal-
ized quadratic form fX(α) and fX(β) of two classes α and β ∈ H2(K(n−1)A,C):
v(α)2fX(β) = fX(α)
(
(2n− 3)v(α)
∫
X
α2n−4β2 − (2n− 4)
(∫
X
α2n−3β
)2)
(10)
(cf. [1]).
Let α = i(a) and β = i(b) with a2 6= 0 (and therefore v(α) 6= 0). Using equation
(10) above, and the equalities (8) and (9), we find
f(β) = f(α)
(
b2
a2
+
2(n− 2)(a · b)2
(a2)2
− (2n− 4)(a · b)
2
(a2)2
)
= f(α) · b
2
a2
.
Therefore, it follows directly that by correcting fK(n−1)A by a positive scalar factor,
we get a new form q which is normalized such that q(i(a)) = a2. It is this form,
we will refer as the Beauville-Bogomolov quadratic form to in the sequel.
4. Furthermore, [F ] is orthogonal to i
(
H2(A,C)
)
with respect to q. This follows
directly from∫
K(n−1)A
(i(a))2n−3 [F ] =
∫
(SnA)0
(
α′
∣∣
(SnA)0
)2n−3
ρ∗[F ] = 0,
for degree reasons, where we denoted again by (SnA)0 the fibre over 0 of the
summation morphism SnA → A, and by α′ the class in H2(SnA,C) such that
j(a) = ρ∗α′.
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5. We will now begin to compute q([F ]). Considering formula (10) and the or-
thogonality of [F ] to i
(
H2(A,C)
)
, one finds
q([F ]) =
q(α)
v(α)
(2n− 3)
∫
K(n−1)A
α2n−4[F ]2,
for every class α = i(a) such that a2 6= 0. Thus, to compute q([F ]), it is enough
to compute the integral
∫
K(n−1)A α
2n−4[F ]2. Let us first consider the following
special situation:
Let X be an arbitrary smooth compact surface again. Then X [2] is the variety
obtained by blowing up the diagonal ∆ ⊂ S2X . Let E be the exceptional divisor.
Let α = j(a) be a class in H2(X [2],C) associated to a ∈ H2(X,C). In this case∫
X[2] α
2[E]2 can be computed as follows:∫
X[2]
α2[E]2 =
∫
X[2]
α2c1(O(E))2 =
∫
E
c1(O(E))|E α|2E
=
∫
E
c1(OE(E))︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:ε
ρ∗α′
∣∣2
E
= (ρ∗ε)
∫
∆⊂S2X
α′2
= −2
∫
D⊂X2
(p∗1a+ p
∗
2a)
2 = −2 ·
∫
X
(2a)2
= −8a2.
Here, in the third line, the factor (−2) results from integrating ε along the fibres of
the blowing up. Furthermore, we have used the fact that in this simple case, one
has isomorphisms ∆ ' D ' X , where we denoted by X2 ⊃ D = {(x, x)} the
diagonal of X2.
6. In the general case of X [n], we have∫
X[n]
α2n−2[E]2 =
∫
E
c1(O(E)|E)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=:ε
α|2n−2E = ρ∗ε ·
∫
∆⊂SnX
α′2n−2.
Here, we have to integrate the class ε along the fibers of the Hilbert-Chow mor-
phism ρ|E : E → ∆ = Snλ0A =
⋃
λ6=(1n) S
n
λA, with λ0 = (2, 1, . . . , 1). As we
have seen above, the fibers of ρ restricted to the open stratum X [n]λ have real dimen-
sion 2 (n− |λ|). The class ε that we want to integrate has cohomological degree 2.
Thus, for dimension reasons, only the fibre over Snλ0A contributes, since λ0 is the
only partition of length n− 1. But over this open stratum we are in the situation of
the blowing up that we have considered in 4. above. Thus, one finds∫
X[n]
α2n−2[E]2 = −2 ·
∫
∆⊂SnX
α′2n−2 = −2 · 2
n!
·
∫
D⊂Xn
(∑
p∗i a
)2n−2
.
The factor 2n! in the last equation results from the order of the inertia group of
the big diagonal D ⊂ Xn under the action of Sn: For D, we have the equality
D =
⋃
i<j Dij , where Dij = {(xk) ∈ Xn|xi = xj}. Since Dij has 〈(ij)〉 '
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Z/2 as inertia group, we find that the quotient morphism restricted to the diagonal
pi|D : D → ∆ is of degree n!2 , and therefore [∆] = 2n!pi∗[D]. Thus, we find by the
projection formula∫
∆⊂SnX
α′2n−2 =
2
n!
∫
D⊂Xn
pi∗(α′)2n−2 =
2
n!
∫
D⊂Xn
(∑
p∗i a
)2n−2
.
We can now complete the calculation of
∫
X[n] α
2n−2[E]2 by computing∫
D
(∑n
i=1
p∗i a
)2n−2
=
(
n
2
)∫
Xn−1
(
2p∗1a+ · · ·+ p∗n−1a
)2n−2
=
(
n
2
)
(2n− 2)!
2n−1
4(a2)n−1.
Putting everything together, we have∫
X[n]
α2n−2[E]2 = −16(2n− 2)!
2n−1n!
(
n
2
)
(a2)n−1 (11)
7. We come back to the case of an abelian surface A and n > 2. Observe that for
the inverse image of the exceptional divisor E under the Galois cover ν, one has
ν−1(E) = A× F and thus ν∗([E]) = p∗K [F ]. It follows that
n4
∫
A[n]
α2n−2[E]2 =
∫
A×K(n−1)A
ν∗
(
α2n−2[E]2
)
= n2(a2)
(
2n− 2
2
)∫
K(n−1)A
α|2n−4
K(n−1)A [F ]
2.
Therefore, we have for a class α = i(a)∫
K(n−1)A
α2n−4[F ]2 =
(
(a2)
(
2n− 2
2
))−1
n2
∫
A[n]
(j(a))2n−2[E]2
=
2n2
(2n− 2)(2n− 3) · (−16)
(2n− 2)!
2n−1n!
(
n
2
)
(a2)n−2
=
−8n2 · (2n− 4)!
2n−3n!
(
n
2
)
(a2)n−2
Collecting everything together, we can compute q([F ]) as
q([F ]) =
q(α)
v(α)
(2n− 3)
∫
K(n−1)A
α2n−4[F ]2
=
2n−1n!(2n− 3)
(2n− 2)! ·
−8 · (2n− 4)!
2n−3n!
(
n
2
)
= −8n.
This completes the proof of the proposition. 
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REMARK 5. —
(1) Equality (11) can be used to show that qX[n]([E]) = −8(n− 1), for a K3
surface X . This was stated in [1].
(2) In [1], Beauville gives a description of the integral second cohomology of
the Hilbert scheme of a surface. From this description and Proposition 1,
it follows that in the case of the generalized Kummer varieties, one has
the following equality of lattices together with quadratic forms(
H2(K(n−1)A,Z), qK(n−1)A
)
=
(
H2(A,Z),∪)⊕ (−2n)Z.
Here, the two factors on the right hand side are mutually orthogonal and
the last factor (−2n)Z is spanned by a class δ such that 2δ = [F ]. As we
have seen, one has q(δ) = −2n.
2. Explicit Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch for K(n−1)A.
As stated in the last chapter, Generalized Kummer varieties are irreducible holo-
morphic symplectic manifolds, and we have seen that they carry a natural quadratic
form q : H2(K(n−1)A,Z) −→ Z. In [17], Huybrechts obtained the following re-
sult:
THEOREM (Huybrechts). — Let X be a compact irreducible holomorphic sym-
plectic manifold of dimension dimX = 2n. Then, there are constants a2k, k =
0, . . . , n, only depending on X , such that for every line bundle L ∈ Pic(X) the
Euler characteristic is given by the following polynomial:
χ(X,L) =
n∑
k=0
a2kqX(c1(L))k,
where qX denotes the Beauville-Bogomolov quadratic form.
In this section we will compute this polynomial for the Generalized Kummer vari-
eties by proving the following Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch formula:
THEOREM 6. — Let L be a line bundle on K(n−1)A. The Euler characteristic of
L is given by
χ(L) = n
(1
2q(c1(L)) + n− 1
n− 1
)
,
where q is the Beauville-Bogomolov quadratic form on H2(K(n−1)A,Z).
We will prove the theorem as follows: First, observe that since the Hirzebruch-
Riemann-Roch formula has the form χ(L) =
∑
a2kq(c1(L))k with universal co-
efficients a2k, it is actually enough to consider a special class of line bundlesLwith
q(c1(L)) 6= 0: Then, Huybrechts’ theorem says that each χ(Ln) is a polynomial
in n2q(c1(L)) with the same coefficients in each case. Considering these formulas
for all natural numbers n determines the polynomial uniquely.
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We will prove the theorem using line bundles K(n−1)L on K(n−1)A, which are
constructed from an invertible sheaf L ∈ Pic(A) as follows:
Starting with a line bundle L on the surface A, the sheaf Ln :=
⊗n
i=1 pr
∗
iL is an
Sn-invariant line bundle on the n-th product An of A. Therefore, we can define the
sheaf SnL := (pi∗(Ln))Sn ofSn-invariant sections of pi∗(Ln) on the symmetric
product SnA, where pi denotes the quotient morphism pi : An −→ SnA. The pull-
back Ln := ρ∗SnL by the Hilbert-Chow morphism is a line bundle on the Hilbert
scheme A[n]. Restricting to the generalized Kummer variety K(n−1)A ⊂ A[n], we
get the invertible sheaf K(n−1)L we wanted to construct.
Observe that by definition of K(n−1)L, we have for its first Chern class the equality
c1(K(n−1)L) = i(c1(L)),
with the injective homomorphism i : H2(A,C) → H2(K(n−1)A,C) described in
the last section. It follows that the value of quadratic form q(c1(KnL)) coincides
with the self intersection of c1(L) ∈ H2(A,Z) on the abelian surface A. Explicitly,
we have the equality q(c1(K(n−1)L)) = c1(L)2, and thus our theorem is equivalent
to the following
PROPOSITION 7. — The Euler characteristic of L ∈ Pic(A) and of K(n−1)L ∈
Pic(K(n−1)A) are related by
χ(K(n−1)L) = n
( c1(L)2
2 + n− 1
n− 1
)
.
The rest of this section is dedicated to the proof of Proposition 7. In the next lemma
we will compute the Euler characteristic of the line bundle SnL.
LEMMA 8. — Let L be a line bundle on A. Then one has
χ(SnL) =
(
χ(L) + n− 1
n
)
Proof. Let L,H ∈ Pic(A). One has
Sn(L⊗H) = pi∗
(
(L⊗H)n
)Sn
= pi∗
(
Ln ⊗Hn
)Sn
,
and since the action of the symmetric group does not flip the factors Ln and Hn,
and for an arbitrary line bundle M on A we have pi∗SnM = Mn, we get
Sn(L⊗H) = pi∗
(
Ln ⊗ pi∗SnH
)Sn
=
(
pi∗(Ln)⊗ SnH
)Sn
= SnL⊗ SnH.
Let H be an ample invertible sheaf. It follows that Hn is also ample, and so is
SnH , because pi is a finite surjective morphism and pi∗SnH = Hn is ample. Let
N ∈ N be large enough such that both L⊗HN and Sn(L⊗HN ) = SnL⊗(SnH)N
have no higher cohomology, and thus χ(Sn(L⊗HN )) = h0(Sn(L⊗HN )).
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For the global sections of the line bundle SnM built from an invertible sheaf M on
A, one has the isomorphism
H0(SnA,SnM) ' H0(An,Mn)Sn = (H0(A,M)⊗n)Sn ' SnH0(A,M).
Replacing M by L⊗HN , we find
χ(Sn(L⊗HN )) =
(
χ(L⊗HN ) + n− 1
n
)
for all N  0.
SinceN 7→ χ(Sn(L⊗HN )) = χ(SnL⊗(SnH)N ) is a polynomial inN , evaluation
in N = 0 proves the lemma. 
Consider the Hilbert-Chow morphism ρ : A[n] −→ SnA. Since ρ is a birational
proper morphism of normal varieties one has ρ∗OA[n] = OSnA. Furthermore,
SnA as a quotient of a smooth variety by a finite group has rational singularities
(cf. [18]). Therefore its resolution ρ satisfiesRjρ∗OA[n] = 0 for j > 0. Combining
the Leray spectral sequence Hi(Rjρ∗(ρ∗SnL))⇒ Hi+j(ρ∗SnL) and the projection
formula Rjρ∗(ρ∗SnL) = SnL⊗Rjρ∗OA[n] , one gets
Hi(SnL) = Hi(ρ∗SnL)
So we have proven the following
PROPOSITION 9. — For a line bundle L ∈ Pic(A) one has
χ(Ln) =
(
χ(L) + n− 1
n
)
.

REMARK 10. — This result is proven by a somewhat different method in [6].
Next we will attack the cohomology of the restricted bundle K(n−1)L. The first
step in this direction is the following
LEMMA 11. — In the notation of diagram (1), one has ν∗Ln = Ln K(n−1)L.
Proof. The splitting of the sheaf ν∗Ln follows from the seesaw principle (cf. [22]):
For fixed a ∈ A we have seen that the restricted morphism ν|{a}×K(n−1)A is the
isomorphism which maps K(n−1)A to the fiber of the summation morphism s over
the point na. Since K(n−1)A is simply connected, its Picard group is discrete and
it follows that ν∗Ln|{a}×K(n−1)A ' p∗K(n−1)AK(n−1)L|{a}×K(n−1)A.
Therefore ν∗Ln is of the form L2  K(n−1)L with L2 ∈ Pic(A), and we can
compute the component L2 by considering the restrictions of ν to A× {ξ0}.
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Recall diagram (6) from the last section
A×K(n−1)A
ρ′

ν // A[n]
ρ

A× (SnA)0
pA

ν′ // SnA
Σ

A
n // A.
Again, (SnA)0 denotes the fiber over 0 of the addition morphism Σ : SnA −→
A, the morphism ρ′ = idA × ρ|K(n−1)A its desingularization, and ν ′ is defined
analogously to ν.
Now consider a point ξ0 ∈ K(n−1)A over n · 0 ∈ SnA. Instead of computing
the sheaf ν∗Ln|A×{ξ0}, we equivalently compute ρ′∗ν ′∗SnL|A×{ξ0}. But since
ρ′|A×{ξ0} corresponds to the identity on A and ν ′|A×{n·0} corresponds to the mor-
phism ∆: A −→ SnA, induced by the diagonal, we find L2 = ∆∗SnL = Ln.

The next lemma describes the structure of the direct image ofOA under the n4-fold
Galois covering A n−→ A.
LEMMA 12. — The direct image n∗OA of the structure sheaf of A splits into a
direct sum of line bundles Lσ, σ ∈ A[n]∨, indexed by the characters σ of the n-
torsion points ofA. Further, for the trivial character 1 ∈ A[n]∨, we have L1 = OA
and c1(Lσ) = 0 ∈ H2(A,Z) for all σ.
Proof. The splitting of n∗OA is a well known fact, cf. [22], §7. (See also Chapter 3
of this thesis where we give a proof of the analogous behaviour of the direct image
ν∗C of the constant sheaf C.) The triviality of the first Chern classes of the line
bundles Lσ follows from the relation:
L⊗nσ = Lσn = L1 = O.
It follows that nc1(Lσ) = 0, which proves the lemma, since the cohomology of a
torus has no torsion. 
Now we have collected all necessary ingredients for the proof of Proposition 7.
Proof of the proposition. We start again with a line bundle L on A that we twist
with a sufficiently ample bundle HN . By abuse of notation we denote the resulting
bundle by L again. By construction, the symmetrized bundle SnL is still ample and
thus the invertible sheaf Ln on A[n] as a pull-back along the birational morphism ρ
is nef and big.
The same argument shows that the line bundle K(n−1)L is nef and big: Using
the notations of diagram (6) the bundle (SnL)0 := ν ′∗SnL|(SnA)0 is ample and
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K(n−1)L = ρ′∗(SnL)0 is big and nef. Thus, by the Kawamata-Viehweg vanishing
theorem ([28]), we have
χ(K(n−1)L) = h0(K(n−1)A,K(n−1)L)
On the one hand, due to the Ku¨nneth formula, we have
H0(ν∗Ln) = H0(K(n−1)L Ln) = H0(K(n−1)L)⊗H0(Ln).
On the other hand, since ν is finite and n is a flat morphism, we can compute
H0(ν∗Ln) alternatively
H0(ν∗Ln) = H0(Ln ⊗ ν∗OA×K(n−1)A) = H0(Ln ⊗ s∗n∗OA)
= H0(Ln ⊗
⊕
σ∈A[n]∨
s∗Lσ).
This shows that
h0(A×K(n−1)A, ν∗Ln) =
∑
σ∈A[n]∨
h0(A[n], Ln ⊗ Lσ)
where, by abuse of notation, we denote the line bundles s∗Lσ on A[n] by Lσ again.
Since the sheaf Ln ⊗ Lσ is still nef and big, the vanishing theorem of Kawamata
and Viehweg implies that h0(A[n], Ln ⊗Lσ) equals the Euler characteristic of this
line bundle. Therefore, using the classical Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch theorem on
the Hilbert scheme A[n] we have
h0(ν∗Ln) =
∑
σ∈A[n]∨
χ(A[n], Ln ⊗ Lσ)
=
∑
σ∈A[n]∨
∫
ch(Ln ⊗ Lσ)td(A[n])
= n4
∫
ch(Ln)td(A[n]), since c1(Lσ) = s∗c1(Lσ) = 0
= n4χ(A[n], Ln)
= n4 dim(SnH0(L)) due to Proposition 9.
Combining the computations — and noting that h0(A,Ln) 6= 0 — we find
χ(K(n−1)A,K(n−1)L) = h0(K(n−1)L) =
h0(ν∗Ln)
h0(A,Ln)
=
n4
( c1(L)2
2 + n− 1
n
)
n2 c1(L)
2
2
= n
( c1(L)2
2 + n− 1
n− 1
)
.
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Once again — considering the formula as a polynomial in N and evaluating in
N = 0 — the formula holds for a general line bundle L. 
EXAMPLE. — In the case of the Kummer surface K1A, the above formula gives
back the classical Riemann-Roch formula for K3 surfaces:
Recall the diagram
K1A
ε

Aˆoo

A/∼ A.poo
Start with a symmetric line bundle L on A, i.e. L = p∗L′ with L′ ∈ Pic(A/∼).
Then L induces a line bundle M = ε∗L′ on K1A. Let K1L = ρ∗pi∗(L L)S2 , as
usual. Then one has K1L = M2:
Considering diagram (2), it suffices to show that ∆˜∗S2L = L′2. But this is clear
from the definition of ∆˜ and L = p∗L′.
Our Hirzebruch-Riemann-Roch formula gives
χ(K1L) = 2
( c1(L)2
2 + 1
1
)
= c1(L)2 + 2
Using that ε is birational, p is generically 2:1 and the equality K1L = M2, one
finds
χ(K1L) =
c1(K1L)2
2
+ 2,
which is the classical Riemann-Roch formula for the K3 surface K1A.
REMARK 13. — In [25], Marc Nieper-Wißkirchen gives a formula for the Euler
characteristic χ(X,L) for a line bundle L on an arbitrary irreducible holomorphic
symplectic manifold X in terms of the characteristic numbers of X . He uses an
other normalization of fX , which is given for α ∈ H2(X,C) by
λ(α) :=

24n
∫
X exp(α)∫
X c2(X) exp(α)
if defined,
0 otherwise.
He defines a twisted Todd genus tdε(X) of X by setting for ε ∈ C
tdε(X) := exp
(
−2
∑∞
k=0
b2kch2k(2k)! · Tk(1 + ε)
)
,
where Tk is the k-th Chebyshev polynomial, defined by Tk(cosx) = cos(kx). One
has Tk(1) = 1, whereas td0(X) = td(X).
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With these notations, Nieper-Wißkirchen proves
χ(X,L) =
∫
X
tdε(X) with ε =
1
2
λ(c1(L)). (12)
In [5], Nieper-Wißkirchen and the author show that for α ∈ H∗(K(n−1)A,C), one
has
λ(α) =
2
n
q(α).
Combining this with Theorem 6, one gets for a line bundle L on the generalized
Kummer variety K(n−1)A
χ(K(n−1)A,L) = n
(n
4λ(c1(L)) + n− 1
n− 1
)
.
Comparing with formula (12), in [5] Nieper-Wißkirchen and the author compute
the Chern numbers of generalized Kummer varieties up to dimension ten. Mean-
while Nieper-Wißkirchen succeeded in computing the Chern numbers of general-
ized Kummer varieties in arbitrary dimension (cf. [26]).
CHAPTER 3
The Cohomology Ring of Generalized Kummer Varieties
1. Locally constant systems.
We start this section considering a quite general situation. Let X be a complex
variety, G a finite quotient of the fundamental group pi1(X) of X and let pi : Y −→
X = Y/G be the corresponding Galois cover of X , on which we let G act from
the right. Let further ρ : G → GL(Vρ) be a complex linear representation of G.
Then we have a natural G-action on Y × Vρ, given by g(y, v) = (yg−1, ρ(g)v).
The quotient, which is denoted by Y ×G Vρ, is a fibre bundle Eρ over X , and is
called a locally constant system:
Eρ = Y ×G Vρ −→ X, [(y, v)] 7→ pi(y).
Observe that due to this definition of theG-action, we have [(yg, v)] = [(y, ρ(g)v)].
Assume that there is an additional right G-action on V which is compatible with
the action defined by ρ. Here, compatible means that for all g, h ∈ G and a vector
v ∈ V we have
(ρ(g)v)h = ρ(g)(vh).
Under this assumption, the bundleEρ still carries aG-action, defined by g [(y, v)] =
[(y, vg)].
The following lemma describes the behaviour of the pull-back of a locally constant
system.
LEMMA 14. — Let Eρ be a locally constant system on X = Y/G as above. Let
pi′ : Y ′ → X be the intermediate Galois cover with Galois group H := G/ ker(ρ)
Then, we have a canonical trivialization of its pull-back pi′∗Eρ to X ′.
Proof. We will prove a more general assertion: Let pi′ : Y ′ −→ X be an inter-
mediate covering, corresponding to an arbitrary normal subgroup N ⊂ G. Set
H := G/N . Then pi′∗Eρ is the locally constant system on Y ′ corresponding to the
representation resGN (ρ) of N . As a diagram, this reads as
Y × Vρ

// Y ×N VresGN (ρ) = pi
′∗Eρ

// Eρ

Y
p
// Y ′ = Y/N pi
′
// X = Y ′/H.
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Denote the covering Y → Y ′ by p, as in the diagram above. The pull-back of Eρ
is given by
pi′∗Eρ =
{(
y′, [(x, v)]
)∣∣ y′ ∈ Y ′, [(x, v)] ∈ Eρ and pi′(y′) = pi(x)} .
With these notations, the isomorphism Y ×N VresGN (ρ) → pi
′∗Eρ is given by
[(y, v)] 7→ (p(y), [(y, v)]) . (13)
This is clearly well defined: Indeed, for n ∈ N , we have[
(yn−1, nv)
] 7→ (p(yn−1), [(yn−1, nv)]) = (p(y), [(y, v)]) .
To construct its inverse, choose a representative y ∈ Y such that p(y) = y′. Since
pi′(y′) = pi(x) there exists a unique g ∈ G such that y = xg−1. With this g, we
define the morphism
ϑ : pi′∗Eρ → Y ×N VresGN by setting ϑ((p(y), [(x, v)])) = [(y, gv)] .
By definition ϑ is the inverse of (13). It remains to check that this map is indepen-
dent of the choice of y and of the representative (x, v): Let n ∈ N and h ∈ G.
Then we have
(p(y), [(x, v)]) =
(
p(yn−1),
[
(xh−1, hv)
])
.
With the element g defined above, we have the equality yn−1 = xh−1(hg−1n−1).
That is, on the new representative our morphism is given by
ϑ
((
p(yn−1),
[
(xh−1, hv)
]))
=
[(
yn−1, (hg−1n−1)−1(hv)
)]
=
[(
yn−1, ngv
)]
= [(y, gv)]
= ϑ((p(y), [(x, v)])) .
This completes the proof of the assertion.
In particular, pi′∗Eρ is a trivial fibre bundle if and only if N ⊂ ker(ρ): Indeed, in
this case, ρ, by definition, factors over H and the restricted representation resGN (ρ)
is trivial. Thus, in the diagram above, we have
pi′∗Eρ = Y ×N VresGN (ρ) = Y
′ × Vρ.
This shows that the locally constant system Eρ comes with a canonical trivializa-
tion of its pull-back to the Galois cover with Galois group H := G/ ker(ρ) and
any covering lying over this one. 
Observe that in particular over Y itself, we have the canonical isomorphism Y ×
Vρ
∼−→ pi∗Eρ, (y, v) 7→ (y, [(y, v)]).
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REMARK 15. — Let us end our considerations of trivializing locally constant sys-
tems after pull-back with the following special case of the trivialization described
in Lemma 14 above that will be important in the sequel:
Let A be our abelian surface and A[n] be the (abelian) group of n-torsion points on
it. Denote by A[n]∨ the dual group and let σ, τ ∈ A[n]∨ be two characters of order
s and t, respectively. Denote by LA,σ, LA,τ and LAστ the locally constant systems
on the abelian surface corresponding to σ, τ and their product στ .
Let further l ∈ N be a natural number that divides n and is a multiple of both s
and t. Our considerations made in the proof of Lemma 14 show that under the
intermediate Galois cover given by the multiplication-by-l-map
A
n
l // A
l // A
all three LA,σ, LA,τ and LA,στ become trivial. More explicitly we have a canonical
1-section of l∗LA,σ given by
uσ : A −→ l∗LA,σ = {(y, [x, z]) |ly = nx} , y 7→
(
y, [
l
n
y, 1]
)
.
Here, lny denotes a point y
′ such that nl y
′ = y. This 1-section is well-defined since
another choice y′′ for such a point differs from y′ just by a translation with a point
a ∈ A[nl ]. Thus, one finds
[y′′, 1] = [y′ + a, 1] = [y′, σ(−a)1] = [y′, 1],
since the nl -torsion points lie in the kernel of the character σ.
Analogously the 1-sections uτ and uστ of l∗LA,τ and l∗LAστ are defined.
Interpreting uσ, uτ and uστ as elements in the spaces of global sections of the
corresponding locally constant sheaves of C-modules LA,σ, LA,τ and LA,στ (again
we use the same symbols for both interpretations of locally constant systems) by
definition it follows that they are compatible with multiplication:
H0(A,LA,σ)⊗H0(A,LA,τ ) ∪−−→H0(A,LA,σ ⊗ LA,τ ) = H0(A,LA,στ )
uσ ⊗ uτ 7→uσ ∪ uτ = uστ
Accordingly, the corresponding trivializations of the locally constant C-module
sheaves are compatible with the isomorphism LA,σ ⊗ LA,τ = LA,στ in the sense
that the following diagram of sheaves is commutative:
LA,σ ⊗ LA,τ =−−−−→ LA,στ
(uσ⊗uτ )
x xuστ
C⊗ C −−−−→
=
C.
(14)
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Our next aim is to describe the direct image sheaf pi∗CY as the sheaf of sections of
a certain locally constant system.
Denote by CG = {ϕ : G → C} the space of complex valued functions on G pro-
vided with the ring structure given by pointwise addition and multiplication. The
group G operates on CG from the left via (gϕ)(h) = ϕ(g−1h). Analogously, one
has a compatible right-action given by (ϕg)(h) = ϕ(hg−1). Obviously, both ac-
tions are compatible with the ring structure. The representation CG has a basis
given by the delta functions εg defined by εg(h) = δg,h. In this basis the mul-
tiplication is given by εgεh = δg,hεg. The left-G-action reads hεg = εhg and
accordingly the right action is given by εgh = εgh.
Assume now that G is a finite abelian group. In this case, every irreducible repre-
sentation of G is one dimensional. Denote by G∨ the dual group of characters of
G. This is also a finite abelian group. The characters σ ∈ G∨ form a basis of CG.
Denote by C[G∨] the group ring of G∨. Recall that this is the C algebra with basis
eσ, indexed by the elements of G∨, and multiplication given by eσeτ = eστ . In
this case, we have a ring isomorphism
C[G∨] ∼−→ CG, eσ 7→ σ.
The induced G-structure on C[G∨] is given by geσ = σ(g−1)eσ, and thus is im-
mediately seen to be compatible with the ring structure.
Let us come back to the general case. Denote by RX the CX -module sheaf of
locally constant sections of the locally constant system Y ×GCG. By construction,
since the compatible right-G-action and the ring structure survive the transition
from Y × CG to the G-quotient, RX is a sheaf of C-algebras on which G acts
from the right. Observe that it is the same with the sheaf pi∗CY : This is a sheaf
of C-algebras by construction and carries the G module structure given for s ∈
Γ(U, pi∗CY ) = Γ(pi−1(u),CY ) by sg = s ◦ g, where the second g denotes the
automorphism of pi−1(U) induced by the right-G-structure of Y . We have the
following
LEMMA 16. — The sheafRX defined above is canonically isomorphic to the direct
image sheaf pi∗CY as a right C[G]-algebra.
Proof. We shall construct a morphism of sheaves pi∗CY → RX , and check on the
level of stalks that it is an isomorphism. Let U ⊂ X be an open set. Without loss
of generality, we assume that U is connected. To a section s ∈ Γ(U, pi∗CY ) =
Γ(pi−1(U),CY ) we associate a section S ∈ Γ(U,RX) as follows:
Choose a point y ∈ pi−1(U). The section s defines a complex number syg for each
translated point yg ∈ pi−1(u). Set
S(u) =
[(
y,
∑
g∈Gsygεg
)]
.
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Observe that S(u) is in fact a constant section, since s is constant.
It remains to show that S(u) is well defined: If y′ ∈ pi−1(u) is another choice,
there exists an h ∈ G such that y′ = yh. We have[(
y′,
∑
gsy′gεg
)]
=
[(
yh,
∑
gsyhgεg
)]
=
[(
y, h
∑
gsyhgεg
)]
=
[(
y,
∑
gsy(hg)εhg
)]
= S(u).
On the level of stalks, this morphism is seen to be an isomorphism: After choosing
a point y ∈ pi−1(u), the stalk (pi∗C)u is isomorphic to {(syg)g∈G|s ∈ Γ(V, pi∗C)},
where V is a small simply connected neighborhood of u and thus pi−1(V ) = V×G.
The stalk of RX at u is given as pi−1(u) ×G CG. The morphism described above
reads now
(syg)g 7→
[(
y,
∑
gsygeg
)]
.
This is well defined, as we have seen above. Its inverse morphism is given by[(
y,
∑
gageg
)]
7→ (ag)g.
The fact that this is indeed a morphism of sheaves of rings is also seen immediately
on the level of stalks: In both cases the stalk is isomorphic to
⊕
g Cεg with the
same ring structure given by εgεh = δg,hεg. Similarly, both stalks carry the same
right-G-action given by εgh = εgh and thus the lemma follows. 
Due to Lemma 16 above, we will not distinguish between the sheaf pi∗CY and RX
in the sequel. More generally we will often identify a locally constant system with
the corresponding locally constant C-module sheaf of its sections.
Applying the Leray spectral sequence to pi, one finds an isomorphism of rings
H∗(Y,C) = H∗(X,RX).
We shall now investigate the meaning of Lemma 16 in the case of a finite abelian
group G. In this case, as we have seen above, we have a ring isomorphism CG =
C[G∨], and thus RX is the sheaf of sections of Y ×G C[G∨]. Since the represen-
tation C[G∨] decomposes as C[G∨] =
⊕
σ∈G∨ Ceσ, so does RX :
RX =
⊕
σ∈G∨
Lσ,
where Lσ is the locally constant C-module of rank 1 corresponding to the locally
constant system Y ×G Ceσ. Due to the ring structure of RX , we have a commu-
tative and associative system of isomorphisms Lσ ⊗ Lτ ∼−→ Lστ . Furthermore, we
have seen that RX still carries a G-action in this case, which is given for g ∈ G by
multiplication with σ(g−1) on Lσ. Accordingly, the isomorphism of rings given
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by the Leray spectral sequence reads now
H∗(Y,C) =
⊕
σ∈G∨
H∗(X,Lσ).
We have seen in Lemma 14 above that Lσ comes together with a canonical trivi-
alization of pi∗Lσ over Y . As Lσ carries the G-action given by σ−1 however, its
inverse image pi∗Lσ is also a sheaf with a G-action. This action is still given by
the character σ−1, thus the sheaf pi∗Lσ is canonically identified with the constant
sheaf Cσ on which G acts via σ−1.
On the level of cohomology, we find that the induced action on H∗(Y, pi∗Lσ), com-
pared to the action on H∗(Y,C) is also twisted by σ−1. This means that for g ∈ G,
α ∈ H∗(Y,C) and ασ ∈ H∗(Y, pi∗Lσ) the corresponding class in H∗(Y, pi∗Lσ)
given by the trivialization of pi∗Lσ, we have the following operation:
gασ = σ−1(g)gα.
In particular, an invariant class in H∗(Y,Cσ) corresponds to a class in the σ-weight
space of H∗(Y,C), i.e. the space {α ∈ H∗(Y,C)|gα = σ(g) · α for all g ∈ G}.
One has H∗(X,Lσ) = H∗(Y,Cσ)G by a theorem of Grothendieck (cf. [14], §5). It
follows that in the isomorphism of cohomology rings induced by the Leray spectral
sequence
H∗(Y,C) =
⊕
σ∈G∨
H∗(X,Lσ),
the component H∗(X,Lσ) is just the σ-weight space with respect to the G-action
on the cohomology of Y .
Observe that the cup product on the right hand side of this isomorphism distributes
H∗(X,Lσ)⊗H∗(X,Lτ )→ H∗(X,Lστ ),
due to the isomorphism Lσ ⊗ Lτ = Lστ .
We will now apply these observations to our situation of the Hilbert scheme. We
find the following
LEMMA 17. — Let X be a compact algebraic surface and let G be an abelian
quotient of pi1(X). Then we have a G-Galois cover Y −→ X [n] and an isomor-
phism
H∗(Y,C) =
⊕
σ∈G∨
H∗(X [n], Lσ),
Proof. As stated in the first chapter, in [1], it is shown that pi1(X [n]) = pi1(X)ab
sucht that G is also a quotient group of pi1(X [n]), therefore the existence of Y . The
rest follows directly from our considerations above. 
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Recall diagram (1) from Section 1 in Chapter 2
A×K(n−1)A
pA

ν // A[n]
s

A n
// A.
As we have seen, ν realizes the Hilbert scheme A[n] as a quotient of A×K(n−1)A
by the group A[n] of n-torsion points of the abelian surface, so we can apply the
lemma above: Taking the direct image of the constant sheaf CA×K(n−1)A, we get
ν∗C =
⊕
LA[n],σ, parameterized by the characters σ ∈ A[n]∨ of A[n]. Observe
that, since ν∗C = s∗n∗C, these local systems are inverse images of corresponding
locally constant systems on the surface: LA[n],σ = s∗LA,σ.
Summarizing, we have found a first description of the cohomology ring of gener-
alized Kummer varieties in terms of the cohomology of the Hilbert scheme:
PROPOSITION 18. — The cohomology ring of A×K(n−1)A is given by
H∗(A×K(n−1)A,C) =
⊕
σ∈A[n]∨
H∗(A[n], LA[n],σ)

The aim of the next section is to give a decomposition of the cohomology groups
H∗(A[n], LA[n],σ) by using intersection cohomology.
2. Intersection cohomology.
Let λ = (l1 ≥ l2 ≥ . . . ≥ l|λ|) = (1α1 , 2α2 , . . .) be a partition of n. Denote by
SλA the space
∏
i S
αiA and set gcd(λ) := gcd(li), the greatest common divisor
of the li’s. In [12], Go¨ttsche and Soergel use intersection cohomology to prove the
following theorem of the structure of H∗(A×K(n−1)A,C) as a vector space:
H∗(A×K(n−1)A,C) =
⊕
λ
⊕
x∈A[gcd(λ)]
H∗(SλA,C)[2(|λ| − n)].
In this section, we will give a somehow dual description of the cohomology of A×
K(n−1)A using locally constant systems. The first ingredient for this description is
again the decomposition theorem of Beilinson, Bernstein, Deligne and Gabber in a
rather weak form (cf. [12], Theorem 3 and Proposition 1):
Consider the following diagram:
A[n]
ρ

SλA
κλ // SnA
Here, ρ denotes — as usual — the Hilbert-Chow-morphism and κλ is the com-
position SλA → SnλA ↪→ SnA. The decomposition theorem gives the following
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quasi-isomorphism in the derived category of sheaves of C-modules:
ρ∗CA[n] =
⊕
λ
κλ∗CSλA[2(|λ| − n)]. (15)
Recall diagram (6) in Section 1 of Chapter 2:
A×K(n−1)A
ρ′

ν // A[n]
ρ

A× (SnA)0
pA

ν′ // SnA
Σ

A
n // A.
With the notations introduced there, we have RA[n] = ν∗C = ρ∗ν ′∗C =: ρ∗RSnA.
Twisting equation (15) with the sheaf RA[n] gives the following
LEMMA 19. — Denote by RSλA := κ∗λRSnA. Then, one has a natural isomor-
phism of vector spaces
H∗(A[n],RA[n]) =
⊕
λ∈P (n)
H∗(SλA,RSλA)[2(|λ| − n)].
Proof.
With the notations introduced above, we conclude
ρ∗RA[n] = ρ∗ (CA[n] ⊗ ρ∗RSnA) = ρ∗CA[n] ⊗RSnA
=
⊕
λ
κλ∗CSλA[2(|λ| − n)]⊗RSnA
=
⊕
λ
κλ∗ (CSλA ⊗ κ∗λRSnA) [2(|λ| − n)]
=
⊕
λ
κλ∗RSλA[2(|λ| − n)],
where have used the projection formula, observing that ρ∗ = ρ! and analogously for
κλ, since they are morphisms between projective varieties, and the decomposition
formula (15).
The lemma now follows by pushing forward to a point. 
The following lemma gives a description of the cohomology of SλA with values in
RSλA:
LEMMA 20. — One has:
H∗(SλA,RSλA) = H∗(SλA,C[A[gcd(λ)]∨]),
where C[A[gcd(λ)]∨] denotes the group ring of the group of characters on the
gcd(λ)-torsion points of A, considered as a constant sheaf on SλA.
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Proof. We have RSλA =
⊕
σ∈A[n]∨ LSλA,σ with the abbreviation LSλA,σ :=
κ∗λLSnA,σ. As a first step, we prove the following:
H∗(SλA,LSλA,σ) '
H∗(SλA,C) if there is an isomorphism LSλA,σ ' C,0 otherwise.
By a theorem of Grothendieck (cf. [14], §5) , we have
H∗(SλA,Lσ) = H∗(A|λ|, p∗Lσ)
∏
Sαi ,
where p : A|λ| −→ SλA denotes the projection. We will show now that p∗Lσ is
trivial as a C-module if and only if Lσ is trivial:
We have to consider the case p : An −→ SnA only. Here, we have p∗ : pi1(An) =
pi1(A)n  pi1(SnA) = pi1(A) (cf. [1]). If we regard σ as a representation of
the fundamental group of SnA, the representation belonging to the local system
p∗Lσ comes from the reduction along the surjective group homomorphism p∗ (cf.
Section 1). This representation is trivial if and only if σ is the trivial character.
Let T = Cd/Γ be a complex torus, and let σ be a non-trivial character σ : Γ→ C×
of finite order s. Then due to the e´tale covering s : T −→ T given by multiplication
with s, we find
H∗(T,C) = H∗(T, s∗C) = H∗(T,C)⊕
⊕
1 6=τ∈(Γ/sΓ)∨
H∗(T,Lτ ).
Since σ was assumed to be non-trivial of order s, it factors over Γ/sΓ. So we can
interpret it as 1 6= σ ∈ (Γ/sΓ)∨. It follows that the cohomology of a torus with
coefficients in a (non-trivial) local system is zero.
Thus, we have shown that H∗(A|λ|, p∗Lσ) 6= 0 if and only if Lσ is trivial.
Since a character σ ∈ A[n]∨ comes fromA[gcd(λ)]∨ if and only if its order divides
gcd(λ), the only thing that remains to show is that the sheaf LSλA,σ on SλA is
trivial if and only if the greatest common divisor of λ is a multiple of the order
of the character σ. But this follows directly from our considerations in Section 1:
Consider the commutative diagram
SλA
sλred

// SnλA
  // SnA
Σ

A
l // A.
Here, l denotes multiplication with the greatest common divisor of the partition
λ, Σ: SnA → A is the summation morphism and sλred is the ‘reduced weighted
summation’, which is defined by
SλA =
∏
SαiA 3 (∑αij=1aij)i 7→∑i ilΣ(∑αij=1aij) ∈ A.
Since the locally constant systems on SλA are inverse images of the corresponding
sheafs on A , we have LSλA,σ = (sλred)∗l∗LA,σ. So, LSλA,σ is trivial if and only
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if l∗LA,σ is trivial, which is the case if and only if the covering of A given by
multiplication with l factors over A ·ord(σ)−−−−→ A, i.e. if and only if ord(σ) is a factor
of l = gcd(λ). 
We can reformulate the above lemma to get the following
COROLLARY 21. — We have a natural isomorphism of vector spaces
H∗(A×K(n−1)A,C) '
⊕
λ∈P (n)
⊕
σ∈A[gcd(λ)]∨
H∗(SλA,C)[2(|λ| − n)].

In the next section we will use a generalization of Nakajima’s description of the
cohomology of A[n] to give a more geometric version of this decomposition.
3. Nakajima’s description
In [23] Nakajima constructs in a geometric way a representation of the Heisen-
berg algebra h modelled on the cohomology of a surface X on the space H :=⊕
nH
∗(X [n]) and proves that H is an irreducible h-module.
In this section, we will recall his construction and generalize it in the case of an
abelian surface to cohomology with values in a locally constant system. Further,
we give an alternative description of how the cohomology of the Hilbert schemes
is generated by Nakajima’s operators applied to the vacuum.
Here and in the following we will use the words ‘symmetric’ and ‘commutative’
and also all occurring Lie brackets in a Z/2-graded sense. E.g. a bilinear form
〈−,−〉 on a vector space g is symmetric if for all x, y ∈ g we have
〈x, y〉 = (−1)deg(x) deg(y)〈y, x〉.
DEFINITION 22. — Let g be a complex Lie algebra equipped with an invariant
symmetric bilinear form 〈−,−〉 : g ⊗ g −→ C. Its Loop algebra is defined to be
Lg = g⊗ C[t, t−1] with the following Lie bracket:
[xn, ym] = [x, y]n+m,
where we define xn := x⊗ tn for x ∈ g.
Its affinization g˜ is the algebra g˜ := Lg⊕Cc where c is central and the Lie bracket
is given by
[xn, yn] = [x, y]n+m + nδn,−m〈x, y〉c.
We are interested in the special case g = H∗(A,C), the cohomology of an abelian
surface, with the trivial Lie bracket and the bilinear form given by
〈α, β〉 := −
∫
A
α ∪ β.
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The resulting algebra h := g˜ = H∗(A)[t, t−1]⊕Cc is called the Heisenberg algebra
of H∗(A) and satisfies the commutator relations
[αn, βm] = nδn,−m〈α, β〉c.
In order to define Nakajima’s operators it is convenient to work within the frame-
work of Borel-Moore homology. This homology theory can be defined sheaf the-
oretically, which can be found e.g. in [3]. In the case of constant coefficients how-
ever, there is an alternative account that can be found in Appendix B of [9] and
which we want to remark here:
Let X be a topological space that can be embedded as a closed subspace of a
Euclidean space Rn. Then its Borel-Moore homology groups can be defined by
Hi(X,C) := Hn−i(Rn,Rn–X;C).
One shows that this definition is independent of the chosen embedding, and that
furthermore, for closed subspace of an oriented differentiable manifold Mn one
has a canonical isomorphism
Hi(X,C) = Hn−i(M,M–X;C).
That this is the right way of thinking of Borel-Moore homology in the case of
values in a locally constant system follows from the subsequent list of
FACTS 23. — Let L be a locally constant system on X and denote by Hi(X,L)
the Borel-Moore homology of X with values in L. Then one has
1.) Hi is a covariant functor with respect to proper maps, i.e. if f : Y → X is
proper, it induces a morphism f∗ : Hi(Y, f∗L) → Hi(X,L) and for the composi-
tion of two proper maps f and g, one has (f ◦ g)∗ = f∗ ◦ g∗. ([3], V.4.5)
2.) Let j : A → X be a closed embedding of A in a compact complex (weak
homology) manifold X of dimension dim(X) = n. Then there is an isomorphism
Hi(A,L) = H2n−i(X,X–A;L). (16)
In particular for X itself, we have Hi(X,L) = H2n−i(X,L). Furthermore, with
respect to this isomorphism, the push-forward j∗ : Hi(A,L) → Hi(X,L) is given
by I∗ : H2n−i(X,X–A,L)→ H2n−i(X,L). ([3], V.9.3)
3.) Let X be as in (2.), let L and M locally constant systems on X and let A,B be
closed subspaces of X . By the isomorphism (16) and the cup product on relative
cohomology
H2n−i(X,X–A;L)⊗H2n−j(X,X–B;M)→
H2n−(i+j−2n)(X,X–(A ∩B);L⊗M)
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we get an intersection product
· : Hi(A,L)⊗Hj(B,M)→ Hi+j−2n(A ∩B,L⊗M)
in homology. Observe that this product depends on X although this is not explicitly
denoted in the formula above.
4.) There is a cap-product between cohomology and homology ([3],V.10) that sat-
isfies the usual rules:
∩ : Hj(X,L)⊗Hi(X,M)→ Hi−j(X,L⊗M).
5.) Let Z ⊂ X be a closed subvariety of the complex manifold X . Assume further
that Z has only one irreducible component of top dimension m. Then there exists
a fundamental class [Z] ∈ H2m(X,C). ([9], B.3)
Observe that the isomorphism (16) shows that the naı¨ve definition of Borel-Moore
homology via relative cohomology in the case of constant coefficients is the right
way of thinking of this homology theory in our case also.
We are now ready to recall the notion of a correspondence (For a detailed descrip-
tion cf. [10].): Let X1 and X2 be smooth projective complex varieties. A class u in
the Chow group An(X1 ×X2) of the product of X1 and X2 is called a correspon-
dence between X1 and X2. (We work with rational or even complex coefficients
because we are not interested in rationality questions.) The case we are most in-
terested in is that of irreducible correspondences that is a correspondence given by
a class u = [Z] induced by an (irreducible) closed subvariety Z ⊂ X1 × X2 of
dimension n. We will denote the image of u in H2n(X1×X2) by the same symbol.
Let pi, i = 1, 2 be the projections from X1 × X2 to the factor Xi. Observe that
the pull-back p∗1y of a class y ∈ H∗(X1,C) can be interpreted as a homology
class which we denote by the same symbol p∗1y ∈ H∗(X×Y,C), since X×Y is a
manifold. A correspondence induces a linear map u∗ on the level of (co)homology,
which is given by
u∗ : Hi(X1,C)→ Hi+2n−2 dim(X1)(X2,C); y 7→ p2∗(p∗1y · u)
or
u∗ : Hj(X2,C)→ Hj−2n+2dim(X2)(X1,C); y 7→ PD−1p1∗(u ∩ p∗2y),
where PD : H∗(X1) → H∗(X1) is the Poincare´ duality map. We will call these
map also correspondences.
Assume that X3 is another smooth projective variety and that v ∈ Am(X2 ×X3)
is a correspondence between X2 and X3. Denote further by pij the projection from
the triple product X1 ×X2 ×X3 to the factors Xi ×Xj . The correspondence
w := p13∗(p∗12u · p∗23v) ∈ An+m−dim(X2)(X1 ×X3)
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is called the product of u and v and denoted by w = u ◦ v. With this definition of
a product it is also clear how to define the commutator of two correspondences if
it makes sense.
On the level of (co)homology we have
(u ◦ v)∗ = u∗ ◦ v∗.
Suppose now that Z12 ⊂ X1×X2 and Z23 ⊂ X2×X3 are closed subvarieties and
that u = [Z12] and v = [Z23]. Let further
W := p13
(
p−112 (Z12) ∩ p−123 (Z23)
)
. (17)
Then the product-correspondence w defined above is already defined in A∗(W ).
One often uses this fact in order to show the vanishing of a correspondence: If
the dimension of the intersection W is smaller then the degree of w the product-
correspondence has to be zero.
We will now generalize the map induced by a correspondence on the level of ho-
mology under certain assumption to the case of homology with twisted coefficients.
Let X and Y be smooth projective complex varieties and let L and M be locally
constant systems on X and Y respectively. Denote by pi, i = 1, 2 the projections
from X × Y to X and to Y , respectively. Let Z ⊂ X × Y be a closed subvariety
and denote by [Z] the correspondence between X and Y induced by Z. We assume
further that over Z we have a canonical isomorphism p∗1L|Z = p∗2M |Z of the
restrictions of the locally constant sheaves.
Again, the pull-back p∗1y of a class y ∈ H∗(X,L) can be interpreted as a homology
class which we denote by the same symbol p∗1y ∈ H∗(X × Y, p∗1L), since X × Y
is a manifold. Via the isomorphism of the restricted locally constant systems over
Z the class (p∗1y · [Z]) ∈ H∗(Z, p∗1L|Z) corresponds to a class in H∗(Z, p∗2M |Z)
wich we denote by the same symbol. Pushing this class forward to H∗(Y,M) along
the second projection, we get a map [Z]ML on the level of homology with twisted
coefficients that is totally analogous to the map [Z]∗ defined above:
[Z]ML : Hi(X,L)→ Hi+2dim(Z)−2 dim(X)(Y,M); y 7→ p2∗(p∗1y · [Z]).
More generally, for any class α ∈ Hk(Z,C), one has a correspondence
Hi(X,L)→ Hi+k−2 dim(X)(Y,M); y 7→ p2∗(p∗1y · α). (18)
Since we assumed X and Y to be manifolds, these correspondences can be seen as
homomorphisms between the cohomology groups of X and Y using the isomor-
phism given in Facts 23.2.
We will now define Nakajima’s operators as certain correspondences. Since we
want to generalize them to locally constant coefficients, let σ : pi1(A) → C× be a
character of finite order s of the fundamental group of our abelian surface A. It
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defines for all n ∈ N0 a locally constant system Lσ = LA[ns],σ on A[ns] given by
Lσ =
{
[a, η, z] ∈
(
A×A A[ns]
)
×A[ns] C
}
.
Here, A ×A A[ns] is the A[ns]-Galois cover of A[ns], induced by the morphism
‘multiplication with (ns)’ A→ A. With other words
A×A A[ns] = {(a, η)|s(η) = ns · a},
where s : A[ns] → A is the summation morphism. In this notation, the group of
ns-torsion points acts on A ×A A[ns] via the action on the first factor. Thus two
representatives (a, η, z) and (a′, η′, z′) for points in Lσ are equivalent, if η = η′
and if there exists an y ∈ A[ns] such that a′ = a+ y and z′ = σ−1(y)z.
Define furtherHσ :=
⊕
n∈N0 H
∗(A[ns], Lσ)). Due to the results of the last section,
we have
Hi(A[ns], Lσ)[2ns] =
⊕
λ∈P (ns)
s| gcd(λ)
Hi(SλA,C)[2|λ|]
=
⊕
λ:λ=sλ′
for λ′∈P (n)
Hi(SλA,C)[2|λ|]
=
⊕
λ′∈P (n)
Hi(Sλ
′
A,C)[2|λ′|]
= Hi(A[n],C)[2n],
where for a partition λ′ = (l′1 ≥ · · · ≥ l′|λ′|), we have denoted by sλ′ the partition
(sl′1 ≥ · · · ≥ sl′|λ′|). Furthermore, we have used that SλA = Sλ
′
A for λ = sλ′,
since it depends only on the α’s occurring in the partition which are not changed
by the transition from λ′ to λ. For the same reason, we have |λ| = |λ′|.
Thus, as a vector space, Hσ is just a stretched version of H. We will show that this
is true also on the level of representations.
We want now to define for a class α ∈ H∗(A,C) and an integer l ∈ Z an operator
ασls : H
∗(A[ns], Lσ) → H∗(A[(n+l)s], Lσ). In the special case of σ = 1, this gives
us back Nakajima’s original construction. In order to do that, we introduce the
incidence schemes A[n,n′] ⊂ A[n] ×A[n′], where we assume that n′ > n ≥ 0. It is
given as
A[n,n
′] = {(ξ, ξ′)|ξ ⊂ ξ′},
where ξ ⊂ ξ′ means that ξ is a subscheme of ξ′. For such a pair ξ ⊂ ξ′, we have an
inclusion Iξ′ ⊂ Iξ of the ideal sheaves and the quotient Iξ/Iξ′ is an OA-module of
finite length corresponding to the points where ξ′ and ξ are different. Accordingly,
there is an analog to the Hilbert-Chow morphism ρ : A[n,n′] → Sn′−nA given on
closed points by ρ(ξ, ξ′) =
∑
x∈A l((Iξ/Iξ′)x)x.
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Define A[n,n
′]
0 to be ρ−1(D), where A ' D ⊂ Sn
′−nA denotes the small diag-
onal. Finally let Z = Zn,n′ be the component of A[n,n
′]
0 , that contains the locus
of points where supp(Iξ/Iξ′) is disjoint from ξ and give it the reduced scheme
structure. Its dimension is dim(Z) = n+ n′ + 1: This follows from a theorem of
Brianc¸on (cf. [4]), where the dimension of X [n]x , the subset of X [n](n1) consisting of
subschemes centered in a point x ∈ X is computed to be dim
(
X
[n]
x
)
= n−1. We
will consider Z as a subvariety of A[n] ×A[n′]. By construction, it comes together
with a morphism ρ : Z → D ' A, mapping a pair (ξ, ξ′) to the point, they differ
in.
Now, let α ∈ H∗(A,C) be a cohomology class on the surface, let n ∈ N0 be a
natural number, l ∈ N be a positive integer, let σ be a character of finite order
s and let Z ⊂ A[ns] × A[(n+l)s] be the subvariety defined above. Denote by p1
and p2 the projections from A[ns] × A[(n+l)s] to A[ns] and A[(n+l)s], respectively.
Pulling back α to Z and capping with the fundamental class [Z] we get a class in
the homology of Z . As discussed above, this defines a correspondence
ασ−ls : H
∗(A[ns], Lσ)→ H∗(A[(n+l)s], Lσ),
given by y 7→ p2∗(p∗1y · (ρ∗α ∩ [Z])), under the assumption that p∗1Lσ and p∗2Lσ
are isomorphic over Z . This is the case by the following
LEMMA 24. — With the notations introduced above, one has
p∗1Lσ|Z = p∗2Lσ|Z .
Proof. We have
p∗1Lσ|Z =
{
(ξ, ξ′; [a, η, z])
∣∣∣∣∣supp(ξ′)=supp(ξ)+ls·x,s(η)=ns·a and η=ξ
}
and
p∗2Lσ|Z =
{
(ξ, ξ′; [a′, η′, z′])
∣∣∣∣∣ supp(ξ′)=supp(ξ)+ls·x,s(η′)=(n+l)s·a′ and η′=ξ′
}
.
We define a morphism ϑ : p∗1Lσ|Z → p∗2Lσ|Z by
ϑ((ξ, ξ′; [a, η, z])) := (ξ, ξ′; [a′, ξ′, z′]),
with a′ := 1n+l (na + lx), where
1
mb ∈ A denotes a point b′ such that mb′ = b
and x ∈ A is the point ρ(ξ, ξ′) where ξ is prolonged. With this definition, we have
(n + l)s · a′ = nsa + lsx = s(ξ′), as it should be. We have to check that ϑ is
well-defined.
1.) Let a′′ = a′ + y, with y ∈ A[n + l] be another choice of a′. Then we have
[a′′, ξ′, z] = [a′ + y, ξ′, z] = [a′, ξ′, σ(y)z]. But by assumption, σ is a character of
order s, i.e. it factorizes over A[(n+ l)s] ·(n+l)−−−−→ A[s] and thus y ∈ ker(σ).
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2.) We have to check further that ϑ is independent of the choice of a representative
of [a, η, z]: Let y ∈ A[ns] be an ns-torsion point. We have
ϑ((ξ, ξ′; [a+ y, η, σ−1(y)z]) = (ξ, ξ′; [a′′, ξ′, σ−1(y)z]),
with a′′ = a′ + y′, where y′ ∈ A a point with (n + l)y′ = ny. It follows that
σ(y′) = σ((n+ l)y′) = σ(ny) = σ(y).
Thus the morphism ϑ is indeed well-defined. Its inverse is given by
ϑ−1((ξ, ξ′; [a′, η′, z′])) = (ξ, ξ′; [a, ξ, z′]),
with a := 1n((n+ l)a
′− lx), where again x is the point where ξ′ and ξ differ. That
ϑ−1 is well-defined is shown analogously. 
We have therewith defined the creation-operators ασ−ls. Observe that by definition
for a cohomology class y ∈ Hi(A[ns], Lσ), the cohomological degree of ασ−ls(y) is
given by
deg(ασ−ls(y)) = i+ 2(ls)− 2 + deg(α) :
The class ρ∗(α)∩[Z] is of homological degree 2 dim(Z)−deg(α) = 2(2ns+ls+
1)−deg(α). The homological degree of the image ασ−ls(y) of y ∈ Hi(A[ns], Lσ) =
H4ns−i(A[ns], Lσ) is 4ns− i+ 2(2ns+ ls+ 1)− deg(α)− 2(2ns), according to
formula (18). Thus, we have indeed
ασ−ls(y) ∈ Hi+2(ls)−2+deg(α)(A[(n+l)s], Lσ).
Further, still for positive l, we define the annihilation-operator ασls by changing the
roˆle of p1 and p2:
ασls : H
∗(A[(n+l)s], Lσ)→ H∗(A[ns], Lσ); y 7→ (−1)lsp1∗(p∗2y · (ρ∗α ∩ [Z])).
Let σ−1 the inverse character to σ. We define the following pairing between
H∗(A[ns], Lσ) and H∗(A[ns], Lσ−1), compatible with the sign convention chosen
in the definition of the Heisenberg algebra above: For y ∈ H∗(A[ns], Lσ) and
z ∈ H∗(A[ns], Lσ−1) set
〈y, z〉 := (−1)ns
∫
A[ns]
yz.
With this convention, we have the following easy
LEMMA 25. — According to the above pairing, the operators ασ−ls and ασls are
adjoint operators.
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Proof. The assumption follows directly from the projection formula: We have
〈ασ−ls(y), z〉 = (−1)(n+l)s
∫
A[(n+l)s]
p2∗(p∗1y · (ρ∗α ∩ [Z]))z
= (−1)(n+l)s
∫
A[ns]×A[(n+l)s]
p∗1y · (ρ∗α ∩ [Z]) · p∗2z
= (−1)ns
∫
A[ns]
y(−1)lsp1∗(p∗2z · (ρ∗α ∩ [Z]))
= 〈y, ασls(z)〉.

According to our considerations above, we have for every α ∈ H∗(A,C) and
every l ∈ N defined the creation operator ασ−ls and the annihilation operator
ασls ∈ End(Hσ). Finally, let ασ0 be the zero operator in End(Hσ). The follow-
ing Theorem is due to Nakajima ([23]) in the case of the trivial character:
THEOREM 26. — Let α, β ∈ H∗(A,C) and n,m ∈ Z. The operators ασns and βσms
defined above satisfy the following commutator relation:
[ασns, β
σ
ms] = nsδn,−m〈α, β〉idHσ .
It follows that Hσ is a representation of the Heisenberg algebra h.
Proof. The theorem follows directly from the proof of Nakajima’s original the-
orem, where it is shown that the section of the considered incidence varieties Z
is of to small dimension to carry a non-zero product-correspondence (cf. equation
(17) where the ‘support’ of a product-correspondence is given) in all cases except
when n +m = 0 and that in that last case the correspondence is a multiple of the
diagonal of multiplicity stated above. (Cf. [24] for a very detailed version of the
proof.)
Since all these arguments are purely geometric (in the sense that they live on the
level of the Chow-groups) and independent of the character σ the only thing we
had to check was the existence of an isomorphism of the restricted locally constant
sheaves. 
This theorem shows that the h-representation Hσ is also a stretched version of H.
Thus we conclude that, as H, the space Hσ even is an irreducible representation of
h. It is generated from the so called vacuum 1l = 1lσ = 1 ∈ C = H∗(A[0], Lσ) ⊂
Hσ by the creation operators ασ−ns, n ≥ 0 (cf. [23]).
The following interpretation of Nakajima’s approach to the generation of the coho-
mology of A[ns] from the vacuum 1l seems to be well known. But since I could not
find a proof of it in the literature, it is included in this thesis:
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Let σ be again a character of pi1(A) of finite order s. Let further λ = (l1 ≥ l2 ≥
. . . ≥ l|λ|) = (1α1 , 2α2 , . . . , (ns)αns) be a partition of ns such that s| gcd(λ). It
follows that H∗(A[ns], Lσ) 6= 0.
Recall that SλA denotes the variety
∏ns
j=1 S
αjA. For j ∈ {i|1 ≤ i ≤ ns and αi 6=
0} and k ∈ {1, . . . , αj}, let βj,k ∈ H∗(A,C) be |λ| cohomology classes on the
surface A. We define a class
β′λ ∈ H∗(SλA,Lσ) = H∗(SλA,C) =
ns⊗
j=1
( αj⊗
k=1
H∗(A,C)
)Sαj
by setting
β′λ := nsj=1
1
αj !
∑
g∈Sαj
αjk=1βj,g(k). (19)
Observe that deg(β′λ) =
∑
j,k deg(βj,k). Starting from this cohomology class, we
produce a new class βλ,σ ∈ H2ns−2|λ|+
∑
deg(βj,k)(A[ns], Lσ) by defining
βλ,σ = jλ∗ρ
∗β′λ. (20)
This has to be read as follows: We denote by ρ∗ : H∗(SλA,Lσ) −→ H∗(A[ns]λ , Lσ)
the map induced from
A
[ns]
λ
ρ

SλA // Snsλ A :
As we have seen in section 1 of chapter 2, SλA → Snsλ A. is a homeomorphism,
thus ρ∗ is the pull-back along the map
A
[ns]
λ → SλA; ξ 7→ (
αi∑
j=1
xij)i,
where xij runs through the points of length i in the support of ξ.
Further, let jλ : A
[ns]
λ ↪→ A[ns] be the inclusion of the closed stratum belonging to
λ into the Hilbert scheme. This induces a morphism
Hi(A[ns]λ , Lσ)
∩[A[ns]λ ]−−−−−→ H2(ns+|λ|)−i(A[ns]λ , Lσ)
jλ∗−−→ H2(ns+|λ|)−i(A[ns], Lσ)
and this last homology group is isomorphic to H2(ns−|λ|)+i(A[ns], Lσ), since A[ns]
is a manifold. The resulting homomorphism in cohomology Hi(A[ns]λ , Lσ) →
H2(ns−|λ|)+i(A[ns], Lσ) will be also denoted by jλ∗.
Using the result of Nakajima, we have a second option to define a cohomology
class of degree 2ns− 2|λ|+∑deg(βj,k) on the Hilbert scheme, starting from the
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classes βj,k, namely
βσ−λ1l :=
∏
j,k
(βσj,k)−j
 1l = ((βσ1,1)−1 ◦ · · · ◦ (βσns,αns)−ns)︸ ︷︷ ︸
|λ| factors
1l. (21)
Observe that this operator is indeed defined since all i in the partition with αi 6=
0 are divisible by s by our assumption on gcd(λ). We can now formulate the
following
THEOREM 27. — With the notations introduced above, one has the equality βλ,σ =
|∏Sαi |−1βσ−λ1l.
Proof. First, observe that βσ−λ1l has in fact the right degree: Starting from the
vacuum, which lives in degree deg(1l) = 0, each operator (βσj,k)−j increases the
degree by 2j − 2 + deg(βj,k) and thus altogether, we find
deg(βσ−λ1l) =
∑
2j − 2 + deg(βj,k) = 2ns− 2|λ|+
∑
deg(βj,k) = deg(βλ).
To simplify notations let us enumerate the classes βj,k in such a way that βi belongs
to li in the partition λ. With this notation, we have
βσ−λ =
(
(β|λ|)σ−l|λ| ◦ · · · ◦ (β1)σ−l1
)
1l
Next, observe that the operator βσ−λ is a composition of correspondences. As such
it is itself a correspondence. By definition, the varietyZλ ⊂ A[0]×A[l1]×· · ·×A[ns]
defined as
Zλ := p−112 Z0,l1 ∩ . . . ∩ p−1(|λ|−1)|λ|Z(ns−l|λ|),ns
plays an important roˆle. Here we have used the symbol pij to denote the projection
from A[0] ×A[l1] × · · · ×A[ns] to the product of the i-th and the j-th factor. Zλ is
given as
Zλ :=
{
(ξ0, ξ1, . . . , ξ|λ|)
∣∣∣∣∣ There is a sequence ∅= ξ0⊂ξ1⊂...⊂ξ|λ|s.t. for all 1≤i≤|λ|: supp(ξi)= supp(ξi−1)+lixi for a xi∈A
}
.
We thus have again a morphism ρ : Zλ → A|λ| sending (ξ0, . . . , ξ|λ|) to the tuple
(x0, . . . , x|λ|) such that supp(ξi) − supp(ξi−1) = lixi. Denote further by p1 and
p2 the projections from A[0] ×A[ns] to A[0] and A[ns], respectively.
By the rule of how to compose correspondences, we have
βσ−λ1l = p2∗(p
∗
11l · p1|λ|∗(ρ∗(β1  · · · β|λ|) ∩ [Zλ])).
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Observe that due to the commutator relations every permutation of the classes βi
produces the same class βσ−λ1l. Thus, in particular, it follows that
βσ−λ1l = p2∗
 1
α1! · · ·αn!
∑
g∈∏Sαj
p1|λ|∗(ρ∗(βg(1)  · · · βg(s)) ∩ [Zλ])

= p2∗(p1|λ|∗(ρ∗β′λ ∩ [Zλ]))
where β′λ is the cohomology class defined in (19).
But now we are through: The morphism p2 factors as p1|λ|(Zλ) → A[ns]λ
jλ−→
A[ns], and the morphism ρ corresponds to that of the same name ρ : A[ns]λ →
SλA. Since the degree of the first map, p1|λ|(Zλ) → A[ns]λ , is |
∏
Sαi |, we have
p2∗p1|λ|∗(ρ∗β′λ ∩ [Zλ]) = |
∏
Sαi |jλ∗ρ∗β′λ which is what we wanted to show. 
COROLLARY 28. — Let Lσ be a locally constant system on A[n]. Then one has
H∗(A[n], Lσ) =
⊕
λ∈P (n)
jλ∗ρ∗H∗(SλA,Lσ).
This decomposition coincides with that induced by Nakajima’s operators up to a
factor that is independent of the coefficient sheaf.
For α ∈ H∗(SλA,Lσ), we will note the element jλ∗ρ∗α by αλ,σ ∈ H∗(A[ns], Lσ)
and we will often refer to this decomposition as ‘Nakajima’s description’ in the
following.
The next lemma and the following corollary show that Nakajima’s description of
the cohomology determines H∗(A×K(n−1)A,C) as a vector space with the inter-
section pairing.
LEMMA 29. — Let n ∈ N and let λ = (l1, . . . , lt) and µ = (m1, . . . ,mr) be two
partitions of n. Then we have
〈(αt)−lt · · · (α1)−l11l, (βr)−mr · · · (β1)−m11l〉 = 0 if r 6= t and
〈(αt)−lt · · · (α1)−l11l, (βr)−mr · · · (β1)−m11l〉id =
∑
pi∈St
t∏
j=1
[(αj)lj , (βpi(j))−mpi(j) ]
otherwise.
Proof. We will first check that the pairing vanishes if the partitions have different
length. Without loss of generality we assume t < r. In the case t = 1, we have
λ = (n) and mi 6= n for all i = 1, . . . , r. Thus we have
〈α−n1l, (βr)−mr · · · (β1)−m11l〉 = 〈1l, (βr)−mr · · · (β1)−m1 αn1l︸︷︷︸
=0
〉 = 0.
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In the general case, using induction on t, we find
〈(αt)−lt · · · (α1)−l11l, (βr)−mr · · · (β1)−m11l〉id =
〈(αt−1)−lt−1 · · · (α1)−l11l, (βr)−mr · · · (β1)−m1(αt)lt1l〉id+
t∑
i=1
[(αt)lt , (βi)−mi ]〈(αt−1)−lt−1 · · · (α1)−l11l, (βr)−mr · · · ̂(βi)−mi · · · (β1)−m11l〉
= 0.
As usual, we have put a hat over the operator that has to be excepted in the product.
The first addend vanishes since an annihilator is applied to the vacuum, the others
by the induction hypothesis.
Assume now that µ and λ are of the same length t. In the case t = 1, the equality
follows easily:
〈α−n1l, β−n1l〉id = 〈1l, β−nαn1l〉id + [αn, β−n]〈1l, 1l〉 = [αn, β−n].
We conclude again by induction on t. In the general case, we find again
〈(αt)−lt · · · (α1)−l11l, (βt)−mt · · · (β1)−m11l〉id
=
t∑
i=1
[(αt)lt , (βi)−mi ]·
〈(αt−1)−lt−1 · · · (α1)−l11l, (βr)−mr · · · ̂(βi)−mi · · · (β1)−m11l〉
=
t∑
i=1
[(αt)lt , (βi)−mi ]
∑
pi∈S(i)t−i
t∏
j=1
j 6=i
[(αj)lj , (βpi(j))−mpi(j) ]
=
∑
pi∈St
t∏
j=1
[(αj)lj , (βpi(j))−mpi(j) ],
where we have denoted by S(i)t−1 ⊂ St the subgroup of permutations that fix i and
thus altogether we sum over all permutations in St, whereas the last equality. This
proves the lemma. 
One can use Nakajima’s commutator relations to make the above lemma more
explicit. This is done in the following
COROLLARY 30. — Let λ = (l1 ≥ · · · ≥ lt) = (1a1 , . . . , nan) and µ = (m1 ≥
· · · ≥ mr) = (1b1 , . . . , nbn) be two partitions of n. Let σ be a character of A[n]
and let
αλ,σ = |Sλ|−1
∏
j,k
(αj,k)−j
 1lσ
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and
βµ,σ−1 = |Sµ|−1
∏
j′,k′
(βj′,k′)−j
 1lσ−1
as in (21) above for classes αj,k ∈ H∗(A,C) for j ∈ {i|1 ≤ i ≤ n and ai 6= 0}
and k ∈ {1, . . . , aj} and analogously for βj′,k′ . Further, we have denoted by 1lσ
the vacuum 1 ∈ H0(A[0], Lσ) = C and analogously for σ−1.
Then one has
〈αλ,σ, βµ,σ−1〉 = δλ,µ|Sλ|−2
∑
pi∈Sλ
∏
j,k
j〈αj,k, βj,pi(k)〉,
where we have denoted by Sλ =
∏
j Saj ⊂ St the group permuting only the
indices k and analogously for Sµ.
Proof. First observe that we can restrict our attention to classes in the coho-
mology with coefficients in the constant sheaf C: Indeed if we denote by αλ
the class |Sλ|−1
∏
j,k(αj,k)−j1l obtained by the same operators from the vacuum
1l ∈ H0(A[0],C) and analogously for βµ, we have due to Theorem 27
〈αλ, βµ〉 = (−1)n
∫
A[n]
jλ∗ρ∗αjµ∗ρ∗β,
But due to point (2.) in the list of facts given in Fact 23, we have
jλ∗ρ∗αjµ∗ρ∗β = I∗λρ
∗αI∗µρ
∗β = I∗λµ(ρ
∗αρ∗β),
where we have used that pull-backs are compatible with the product and denoted
by Iλ the inclusion of the pair (A[n], ∅) ↪→ (A[n], A[n]–A[n]λ ), analogously Iµ and
Iλµ : (A[n], ∅) ↪→ (A[n], A[n]–A[n]λµ), with A[n]λµ the closed stratum given by the in-
tersection A[n]λ ∩A[n]µ .
Denote by uσ and uσ−1 the sections in H0(SλA,Lσ) and H0(SµA,Lσ−1) cor-
responding to the canonical trivializations of Lσ and Lσ−1 , respectively. We have
αλβµ = jλ∗ρ∗αjµ∗ρ∗β
= I∗λµ(ρ
∗(α ∪ uσ)ρ∗(β ∪ uσ−1))
= jλ∗ρ∗((α ∪ uσ)jµ∗ρ∗(β ∪ uσ−1)
= αλ,σβµ,σ−1 .
Thus the equality
〈αλ, βµ〉 = 〈αλ,σ, βµ,σ−1〉
follows.
The assertion that two classes belonging to different partitions have trivial inter-
section follows from Lemma 29: If λ 6= µ we have in every permutation a pair
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lj 6= mpi(j) and thus the corresponding commutator [(αj)lj , (βpi(j))−mpi(j) ] and
therefore the whole pairing vanishes.
For λ = µ, Lemma 29 and the commutator relations give:
〈αλ,σ, βµ,σ−1〉 = |Sλ|−2
∑
pi∈Sλ
∏
j,k
[(αj,k)j , (βj,pi(k))−j ]
= |Sλ|−2
∑
pi∈Sλ
∏
j,k
j〈αj,k, βj,pi(k)〉.
The permutations lying outside Sλ do not contribute, since again they produce a
vanishing commutator. 
We will use the conclusion of Theorem 27 to reduce the ring structure of H∗(A ×
K(n−1)A,C) to that of H∗(A[n],C) in Section 5. The cohomology ring of the
Hilbert scheme A[n] has been computed by Lehn and Sorger an we will recall their
results in the following section.
4. The cohomology ring of A[n]
In [20], Manfred Lehn and Christoph Sorger determine the ring structure of the
cohomology groups H∗(X [n],C) for surfaces X with trivial canonical class. Since
we will refer to their description in the case of an abelian surface, we will use this
section to present the ideas of this paper as far as we need them.
We start with the definition of a graded Frobenius algebra.
DEFINITION 31. — A graded Frobenius algebra of degree d is a finite dimensional
graded vector space H =
⊕d
i=−dH
i with a graded commutative and associative
multiplication H ⊗H → H of degree d and unit element 1 (necessarily of degree
−d) together with a linear form T : H → C of degree −d such that the induced
symmetric bilinear form 〈a, b〉 := T (ab) is non-degenerate (and of degree 0).
Consider the composite linear map H ∆∗−−→ H ⊗H → H , where the second arrow
is multiplication and ∆∗ is the adjoint comultiplication. The image of 1 under this
map is called the Euler class e = e(H) of H .
In the applications, H will be the shifted cohomology ring H∗(X;Q)[d] of a com-
pact complex manifold X of even dimension d. In this case, if X is connected,
we have e(H∗(X;Q)[d]) = e(X)[pt.], where [pt.] is the class dual to 1 and e(X)
denotes the topological Euler characteristic of X .
Observe that with H the n-fold tensor product H⊗n is again a Frobenius algebra
of degree nd with the product
(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an)(b1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ bn) = ε · (a1b1)⊗ · · · ⊗ (anbn),
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where ε is the sign resulting from the reordering of the a’s and b’s. The symmetric
group Sn acts on H⊗n via
g(a1 ⊗ · · · ⊗ an) = εag−1(1) ⊗ · · · ⊗ ag−1(n).
Here, ε = (−1)
∑
i<j,g(i)>g(j) deg(ai) deg(aj) is again the sign resulting from inter-
changing the a’s.
The strategy of [20] is to define an endofunctor H → H [n] on the category of
graded Frobenius algebras such that applied to H = H∗(X,C)[2], H [n] is the
(shifted) cohomology ring of X [n].
For a set I , Lehn and Sorger recall the natural definition of H⊗I and construct for
a surjective map ϕ : I  J of sets the induced ring homomorphism ϕ∗ : H⊗I →
H⊗J and the adjoint module homomorphism ϕ∗ : H⊗J → H⊗I .
For G ⊂ Sn a subgroup and o ⊂ {1, . . . , n} a G-stable subset denote by G\o the
set of orbits. For {1, . . . , n} we will also write O(G) := G\{1, . . . , n} for short.
If G = 〈g〉 is cyclic or G = 〈g, h〉 is generated by two elements, we omit the
brackets in the notation and write O(g) and O(g, h), respectively.
With these conventions, define the ambient space H{Sn} to be
H{Sn} :=
⊕
g∈Sn
H⊗O(g).
For g ∈ Sn and an element a ∈ H⊗O(g) denote the corresponding element in
H{Sn} by ag. Define a grading on H{Sn} by setting deg(αg) := deg(α). There
is a natural action of the symmetric group on H{Sn}: For h ∈ Sn, the operation
is given by
hag = (h∗a)hgh−1 , (22)
where h∗ is the homomorphism induced by the bijection O(g) ' O(hgh−1), o 7→
ho. Define H [n] := (H{Sn})Sn to be the subspace of invariants. By definition,
the operation of Sn on H{Sn} preserves the grading. Thus H [n] is still a graded
vector space.
The next aim is the definition of a multiplication on the ambient space H{Sn}.
For two permutations g, h ∈ Sn Lehn and Sorger define the graph defect γ(g, h)
as the following function on O(g, h):
γ(g, h) : O(g, h)→ Q, o 7→ 1
2
(|o|+ 2− |〈g〉\o| − |〈h〉\o| − |〈gh〉\o|)
They prove that γ(g, h) is a non-negative integer.
Observe that for two subgroups G ⊂ K of Sn, one gets a surjection f : O(G) 
O(K) which leads to the to morphisms
fG,K : H⊗O(G) → H⊗O(K) and fK,G : H⊗O(K) → H⊗O(G),
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that we have denoted by f∗ and f∗ above. For g, h ∈ Sn define mg,h : H⊗O(g) ⊗
H⊗O(h) → H⊗O(gh) by
mg,h(a⊗ b) := f〈g,h〉,gh
(
fg,〈g,h〉(a)fh,〈g,h〉(b)eγ(g,h)
)
.
Here e is the Euler class and one uses the convention
eγ(g,h) :=
⊗
o∈O(g,h)e
γ(g,h)(o) ∈ H⊗O(g,h).
The following two theorems are the main results of [20]:
THEOREM ([20], Prop. 2.13 and 2.15). —
(1) The product H{Sn} ⊗H{Sn} → H{Sn} given by
ag · bh := mg,h(a⊗ b)gh
is associative Sn-equivariant and of degree nd.
(2) H [n] is a subring of the center of H{Sn}.
As we have seen, on the geometric side, one has a natural isomorphism
H∗(X [n],C) =
⊕
λ∈P (n)
H∗(SλX,C)[2(|λ| − n)],
where the sum runs over all partitions of n. As in Theorem 27 in the last section, we
will interpret this isomorphism in an explicit geometric way: Every cohomology
class in H∗(X [n],C) has a unique decomposition as
∑
λ αλ, where αλ is defined
to be
αλ := jλ∗ρ∗α,
for a class α ∈ H∗(SλX,C). Observe that the degree shifting degαλ = degα +
2(n−|λ|) vanishes if we center all occurring cohomology groups around the middle
degree.
Consider now the graded vector space (H∗(X,C)[2]) {Sn}. By the definition of
the ambient space, it is given as
(H∗(X,C)[2]) {Sn} =
⊕
g∈Sn
H∗(X,C)[2]⊗O(g).
By definition, the symmetric group acts on it as follows: Let αg be the element in⊕
g∈Sn H
∗(X,C)⊗O(g) corresponding to α ∈ H∗(X,C)⊗O(g). Then the action of
h ∈ Sn was defined in equation (22) above as
hag = (h∗a)hgh−1 .
By the Ku¨nneth decomposition theorem, the space H∗(X,C)⊗O(g) is isomorphic to
H∗(XO(g),C). On the other hand, a set of representatives of the conjugacy classes
of elements of Sn is given by the permutations of n. It follows that the space of
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invariants is given by
(H∗(X;C)[2])[n] =
⊕
g∈Sn
H∗(X,C)[2]⊗O(g)
Sn
'
⊕
λ∈P (n)
H∗(SλX,C)[2|λ|]
= H∗(X [n],C)[2n].
This shows that one has a natural bijective liner map
(H∗(X;C)[2])[n] −→ H∗(X [n];C)[2n].
With these definitions, Lehn and Sorger prove the following
THEOREM ([20], Theorem 3.2). — Let X be a smooth projective surface with nu-
merically trivial canonical divisor. Then the bijective linear map described above
is a canonical isomorphism of graded rings
(H∗(X;C)[2])[n]
∼=−−−−→ H∗(X [n];C)[2n].
This gives a rather explicit description of how to multiply two cohomology classes
on the Hilbert scheme. Observe that in our case of an abelian surface the Euler
class is trivial, so the product of two classes αg, βh ∈ (H∗(X,C)[2])[n] is zero
unless the graph defect vanishes for all orbits o ∈ O(g, h).
5. The ring structure of H∗(A×K(n−1)A).
We now have collected all necessary ingredients to compute the ring structure of
H∗(A × K(n−1)A) and thereby implicitly determine the cohomology ring of the
generalized Kummer variety K(n−1)A itself. We start by collecting the facts, we
have seen so far:
1.) We have a ring isomorphism
H∗(A×K(n−1)A,C) = H∗(A[n],R) =
⊕
σ∈A[n]∨
H∗(A[n], Lσ).
2.) For the building blocks H∗(A[n], Lσ) we have a decomposition
H∗(A[n], Lσ) =
⊕
λ∈P (n)
jλ∗ρ∗H∗(SλA,Lσ).
For a class α ∈ H∗(SλA,Lσ), we write αλ,σ = jλ∗ρ∗(α) ∈ H∗(A[n], Lσ). For
σ = 1 and correspondingly Lσ = C we write αλ for short.
3.) For a locally constant system Lσ over SλA, we have
H∗(SλA,Lσ) =
H∗(SλA,C) if Lσ is trivial over SλA,0 otherwise.
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Thereby, the isomorphism is given by a canonical trivialization C ∼−→ Lσ, corre-
sponding to a section uσ ∈ H0(SλA,Lσ) (cf. the proof of Lemma 20 in Section 2).
4.) In the case that the locally constant system Lσ over SλA is non-trivial, we
define uσ := 0 ∈ H0(SλA,Lσ). Thus in any case, for α ∈ H∗(SλA,C) and the
corresponding class αλ ∈ H∗(A[n],C) we define
αλ,σ = jλ∗ρ∗(α ∪ uσ).
By definition αλ,σ vanishes if Lσ is not constant over SλA.
5.) The other way round, we have for 0 6= αλ,σ the class αλ := jλ∗ρ∗(α∪uσ−1) ∈
H∗(A[n],C).
Thus, to describe the ring structure of H∗(A×K(n−1)A,C) it is enough to describe
how to multiply two classes 0 6= αλ,σ and 0 6= βµ,τ . We will use the analogous
considerations as in the proof of Corollary 30 to show the following
THEOREM 32. — The cup product of two non-trivial classes αλ,σ ∈ H∗(A[n], Lσ)
and βµ,τ ∈ H∗(A[n], Lτ ) as defined above, is given by
αλ,σ ∪ βµ,τ =
∑
γν,στ ,
where the sum on the right hand side is running over all classes γν,στ corre-
sponding via (4.) above to the classes γν occurring in the cup product inside
H∗(A[n],C): αλβµ =
∑
γν .
Proof. We have αλ,σ = jλ∗ρ∗α and analogously βµ,τ = jµ∗ρ∗β. As we have
seen in the list of Facts on Borel-Moore cohomology (Facts 23.2 in Section 3), the
push-forward jλ∗ : H∗(A[n]λ , Lσ) → H∗(A[n], Lσ) = H4n−∗(A[n], Lσ) is given by
the pull-back I∗λ along the inclusion of pairs
Iλ : (A[n], ∅)→ (A[n], A[n]–A[n]λ )
and analogously for jµ∗. Since pull-backs are compatible with the cup product, we
find
αλ,σβµ,τ = jλµ∗(ρ∗α · ρ∗β),
where · denotes the intersection product
Hp(A
[n]
λ , Lσ)⊗Hq(A[n]µ , Lτ )→ H4n−p−q(A[n]λµ, Lστ )
induces by the cup-product in relative cohomology
H∗(A[n], A[n]–A[n]λ , Lσ)⊗H∗(A[n], A[n]–A[n]µ , Lτ )→ H∗(A[n], A[n]–A[n]λµ, Lστ ).
We have again denoted by A[n]λµ the closed stratum given by the intersection A
[n]
λ ∩
A
[n]
µ and by jλµ the corresponding inclusion.
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By assumption we started with two non-trivial classes. It follows that Lσ and Lτ
are trivial overA[n]λ andA
[n]
µ , respectively. Denote the corresponding isomorphisms
of sheaves overA[n]λ andA
[n]
µ byϕσ : C
∼−→ Lσ andϕτ : C ∼−→ Lτ . Over the stratum
A
[n]
λµ both sheaves and accordingly Lσ ⊗ Lτ = Lστ are trivial. Furthermore, as we
have seen in Remark 15 in Section 1 above the following diagram over A[n]λµ(whose
analogue over A was numbered as (14) above) is commutative
Lσ ⊗ Lτ =−−−−→ Lστ
(ϕσ⊗ϕτ )|
A
[n]
λµ
x xϕστ
C⊗ C −−−−→
=
C.
(23)
The following considerations show that these trivializations are also compatible
with the intersection product:
The isomorphism H∗(A[n]λ ,C) = H∗(A
[n]
λ , Lσ) is given by capping with the section
ρ∗uσ ∈ H0(A[n]λ , Lσ). We will now analyze how this isomorphism is transformed
by passing to the relative cohomology Hp(A[n]λ ,C) = H4n−p(A[n], A[n]–A
[n]
λ ,C).
First, observe that A[n]λ has an open neighborhood U of which it is an neighbor-
hood retract. This follows from the fact that algebraic spaces can be triangu-
lated (cf. [16]). Over U , the sheaf Lσ is still constant by construction. Chose a
small closed set V such that U ⊃ V ⊃ A[n]λ . We have again a ring isomorphism
ϕ′σ : C|V → Lσ|V that expands ϕσ.
Doing the same for Lτ we find a small closed neighborhood V ′ of A[n]µ such that
ϕτ can be expanded to an isomorphism ϕ′τ : C|V ′ → Lτ |V ′
It follows from the excision theorem for sheaf cohomology (cf. e.g. [3], II, 12.9)
that we have a natural isomorphism given as the composition
H∗(A[n], A[n]–A[n]λ ;C) 'H∗(V, V –A[n]λ ;C|V )
Φ′σ−−→
H∗(V, V –A[n]λ ;Lσ|V ) ' H∗(A[n];A[n]–A[n]λ ;Lσ),
where we have denoted by Φ′σ the isomorphism induced by ϕ′σ on the level of
cohomology. We have an according isomorphism for Lτ . These isomorphisms are
compatible with the cup product, which can be seen as follows:
We can write the cup product in relative cohomology as the composition of the
cross product followed by the pull-back along the diagonal:
H∗(X,A)⊗H∗(X,B) ×−→ H∗(X ×X,X ×B ∪A×X) ∆∗−−→ H∗(X,A ∪B).
In our case the cross product is given by
H∗(V, V –A[n]λ )⊗H∗(V ′, V ′–A[n]µ )→ H∗(V ×V ′, V ×(V ′–A[n]µ )∪(V –A[n]λ )×V ′).
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Setting V ′′ := V ∩V ′ ⊃ A[n]λµ and using again the excision theorem, we find on the
one hand
H∗(A[n], A[n]–A[n]λµ) ' H∗(V ′′, V ′′–A[n]λµ)
and on the other hand
H∗(A[n] ×A[n], A[n] × (A[n]–A[n]µ ) ∪ (A[n]–A[n]λ )×A[n])
' H∗(V × V ′, V × (V ′–A[n]µ ) ∪ (V –A[n]λ )× V ′).
These isomorphism are induced by the inclusion of pairs
(V ′′, V ′′–A[n]λµ) ↪→ (A[n], A[n]–A[n]λµ),
and analogously for the second one. Thus, the induced diagonal map
∆: (V ′′, V ′′–A[n]λµ)→ (V × V ′, V × (V ′–A[n]µ ) ∪ (V –A[n]λ )× V ′)
gives us the following commutative diagram on the level of cohomology:
H∗((A[n], A[n]–A[n]λ )× (A[n], A[n]–A[n]µ ))
∆∗−−−−→ H∗(A[n], A[n]–A[n]λµ)
'
y y'
H∗(V × V ′, V × (V ′–A[n]µ ) ∪ (V –A[n]λ )× V ′)
∆∗−−−−→ H∗(V ′′, V ′′–A[n]λµ)
where we have used the shorter (A[n], A[n]–A[n]λ )× (A[n], A[n]–A[n]µ ) to denote the
pair (A[n] ×A[n], A[n] × (A[n]–A[n]µ ) ∪ (A[n]–A[n]λ )×A[n]).
Accordingly, we have a cup product
∪ := (∆∗ ◦ ×) : H∗(V, V –A[n]λ )⊗H∗(V ′, V ′–A[n]µ )→ H∗(V ′′, V ′′–A[n]λµ)
that makes the following diagram commutative:
H∗(A[n], A[n]–A[n]λ ;C)⊗H∗(A[n], A[n]–A[n]µ ;C)
∪−−−−→ H∗(A[n], A[n]–A[n]λµ;C)
'
y y'
H∗(V, V –A[n]λ ;C)⊗H∗(V ′, V ′–A[n]µ ;C)
∪−−−−→ H∗(V ′′, V ′′–A[n]λµ;C)
Φ′σ⊗Φ′τ
y yΦ′στ
H∗(V, V –A[n]λ ;Lσ)⊗H∗(V ′, V ′–A[n]µ ;Lτ )
∪−−−−→ H∗(V ′′, V ′′–A[n]λµ;Lστ )
'
y y'
H∗(A[n], A[n]–A[n]λ ;Lσ)⊗H∗(A[n], A[n]–A[n]µ ;Lτ )
∪−−−−→ H∗(A[n], A[n]–A[n]λµ;Lστ ).
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The upper and the lowest square commute due to our considerations above, which
show that the isomorphisms given by the excision theorem are compatible with the
cup product. The middle square commutes due to the commutativity of diagram
(23).
Summarizing, we find on the level of homology the following commutative dia-
gram
H∗(A
[n]
λ , Lσ)⊗H∗(A[n]µ , Lτ )
·−−−−→ H∗(A[n]λµ, Lστ )
(∩ρ∗(uσ))⊗(∩ρ∗(uτ ))
x x∩ρ∗(uστ )
H∗(A
[n]
λ ,C)⊗H∗(A[n]µ ,C)
·−−−−→ H∗(A[n]λµ,C) :
Since the isomorphism on the level of relative cohomology was that given by the
trivialization ϕσ : C → Lσ, the corresponding isomorphism on the level of ho-
mology is seen immediately be given by the cap-product with the global section
ρ∗(uσ) ∈ H0(A[n]λ , Lσ):
H∗(A[n], A[n]–A[n]λ ,C)
∩ρ∗(uσ)−−−−−→ H∗(A[n], A[n]–A[n]λ , Lσ)
and analogously for A[n]µ and A[n]λµ.
According to this, we have
ρ∗αρ∗β = ρ∗α′ρ∗β′ ∩ ρ∗(uστ ),
where we have denoted by α′ = α ∪ uσ−1 the class in H∗(SλA,C) corresponding
to α under the isomorphism H∗(SλA,C) ∪uσ−−→ H∗(SλA,Lσ) and analogously for
β′.
Everything that remains to show is the following: Given a cohomology class δ ∈
H∗(A[n], A[n]–A[n]λµ, Lστ ) and the corresponding cohomology class with constant
coefficients δ′ = δ∩ρ∗(u(στ)−1) ∈ H∗(A[n], A[n]–A[n]λµ,C), then we have I∗λµ(δ) =
(I∗λµ(δ
′))στ .
But this equality can be checked by means of the intersection pairing: Let I∗λµ(δ′) =∑
ν γν be the decomposition in classes coming from the strata belonging to parti-
tions ν. We have seen in Section 3 that such a γν pairs non-trivially at most with
classes coming from the same stratum. But for such a class εν = jν∗ρ∗(ε), we
have on the one hand
I∗(δ′)εν = I∗(δ ∩ ρ∗(uστ )ρ∗(ε) ∩ ρ∗(u(στ)−1))
and thus 〈I∗(δ′), εν〉 = 〈I∗(δ), εν,(στ)−1〉.
On the other hand, we have
〈γν , εν〉 = 〈γν,στ , εν,(στ)−1〉.
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It follows that indeed I∗(δ) =
∑
ν γν,στ . Using this for δ = ρ∗(α)ρ∗(β), our
theorem follows. 
We have therewith described the ring structure of H∗(A×K(n−1)A,C) in terms of
the known cup product of H∗(A[n],C).
In the next chapter we will show that this ring structure is the same as the one
given by the orbifold cup product and therewith prove a conjecture of Fantechi and
Go¨ttsche.

CHAPTER 4
Orbifold Cohomology
In their paper [7], Barbara Fantechi and Lothar Go¨ttsche introduce a nice descrip-
tion of the orbifold cohomology ring for global quotients. They compute the orbi-
fold cohomology ring structure for [Xn/Sn], the orbifold given by the symmetric
product of a surface X with trivial canonical bundle. By comparing with the de-
scription of the cohomology ring of X [n] computed by Lehn and Sorger, they show
that they coincide up to a sign. They state also a conjecture on the ring structure of
the cohomology of generalized Kummer varieties.
In this chapter, after briefly recalling the general definitions following [7], we will
show that in fact the orbifold cohomology is isomorphic to the cohomology of the
generalized Kummer varieties. Before doing that, we have to correct a small error
that occurred in [7] in the computation of the orbifold cohomology ring in this case.
1. The General Concept
Let Y be a complex manifold with an action of a finite group G. Denote by Y g the
fixed locus of an element g ∈ G. Then — analogously to Lehn and Sorger —, Fan-
techi and Go¨ttsche define an ambient space H∗(Y,G) :=
⊕
g∈GH
∗(Y g,C). De-
note for g ∈ G and a class α ∈ H∗(Y g,C) the corresponding element in H∗(Y,G)
by αg. With this notation, H∗(Y,G) carries a natural G-action, defined by
hαg := (h∗α)hgh−1 .
Here, we consider h as an automorphism of Y and denote by h∗ the cohomology
push-forward.
To introduce a (rational) grading on H∗(Y,G) one uses the following
DEFINITION 33. — Let Y be a manifold of dimension d with the action of a finite
group G. For g ∈ G and y ∈ Y g, let λ1, . . . , λd be the eigenvalues of the action
of g on TY,y. Note that they are roots of unity. Write λj = e2piirj where rj is a
rational number in the interval [0, 1). The age of g in y is the rational number
a(g, y) :=
d∑
j=1
rj .
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REMARK 34. — The age obviously depends only on the connected component of
Z of Y g which y lies in. Here, one has the equality
a(g, Z) + a(g−1, Z) = codim(Z ⊂ Y ).
To see this, observe that if the eigenvalues of g are given by e2piirj , the correspond-
ing eigenvalues of g−1 are e2piiqj , with qj = (1 − rj), except the cases in which
rj = 0. In the first case we obtain rj + qj = 1. The second case occurs exactly on
the subspace TZ,y ⊂ TY,y, where g acts as the identity.
According to the above considerations, Fantechi and Go¨ttsche define a (rational)
grading on H∗(Y,G) as follows: Let g ∈ G and let Z be a connected component of
Y g, and j : Z ↪→ Y g the inclusion. Let α ∈ Hi(Z) and assign to j∗αg the degree
deg(j∗αg) := i+ 2a(g, Z). (24)
One can define a splitting ofH∗(Y,G) into even and odd part by settingHev(Y,G) =⊕
g∈GH
ev(Y g) and analogously for Hodd. Observe that Hev(Y,G) coincides with
the even-graded part of H∗(Y,G) if and only if for every g ∈ G and for every
y ∈ Y g the age of g in y is an integer. Note also that the action of G on H∗(Y,G)
preserves both the splitting into even and odd parts and the grading.
Finally, one defines the orbifold cohomology H∗orb([Y/G]) := H∗(Y,G)G to be
the graded vector space of G-invariant classes of H∗(Y,G).
To introduce a product structure on H∗orb([Y/G]), Fantechi and Go¨ttsche define a
bilinear map
µ : H∗(Y,G)×H∗(Y,G)→ H∗(Y,G)
by
µ(αg, βh) := γgh, where γ = i∗ (α|Y 〈g,h〉 · β|Y 〈g,h〉 · c(g, h)) (25)
and i : Y g,h → Y gh is the natural inclusion.
The class c(g, h) is a correction factor, which makes µ a graded product on the
ambient space. It is defined as the top Chern class of the vector bundle F (g, h) :=
(TY |Y 〈g,h〉 ⊗C V )〈g,h〉 on Y 〈g,h〉. Here V is a natural representation of the group
〈g, h〉 which is constructed in a quantum cohomological way.
In the case of a complex torus, where the tangent bundle is trivial, this class will
be 0 except the rank of the bundle is 0, and thus we omit its exact definition. We
just cite the following lemma stated in [7], which allows one to express the rank of
F (g, h) in terms of the ages of the group elements g and h:
LEMMA ([7], Lemma 1.12). — Let U be a connected component of Y 〈g,h〉. Then
one has
rk(F (g, h)|U ) = a(g, U) + a(h, U)− a(gh, U)− codim(U ⊂ Y gh). (26)
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From this rank formula, it follows easily that µ preserves the grading: Using the
notations from the lemma above, we have
deg(µ(αg, βh)) = deg(γgh) = deg(γ) + 2a(gh, U) + deg(c(g, h))
= deg(i∗(α|Y 〈g,h〉 · β|Y 〈g,h〉) + 2a(gh, U) + 2rk(F (g, h)|U )
= deg(α) + deg(β) + 2codim(U ⊂ Y gh) + 2a(gh, U)
+ 2
(
a(g, U) + a(h, U)− a(gh, U)− codim(U ⊂ Y gh)
)
= deg(α) + 2a(g, U) + deg(β) + 2a(h, U)
= deg(αg) + deg(βh).
The heart of the article of Fantechi and Go¨ttsche is the proof of the following
THEOREM ([7], Thm. 1.18 and Thm. 1.29). — The bilinear map µ is graded, asso-
ciative, and G-invariant. It induces a graded commutative multiplication, denoted
by ∪orb, on the orbifold cohomology H∗orb([Y/G]).
2. The case of the Hilbert scheme
In Section 3 of [7], Fantechi and Go¨ttsche compute the orbifold cohomology of
symmetric products. For brevity, we will restrict our presentation to the case of the
symmetric product of an abelian surface.
The length l(g) of a permutation g ∈ Sn is the minimal number of transpositions
whose product is g. Denote the set of orbits of g action on the set {1, . . . , n} by
O(g). Then, one has the equality |O(g)| = n− l(g).
Let us consider the symmetric group acting on the n-fold product An of an abelian
surface A. The age of an element g ∈ Sn acting on the tangent space (An)g is
given by
a(g) = l(g) = n− |O(g)|, (27)
the length of the permutation g: Indeed, the fixed locus of g is connected and can
be identified with AO(g) by sending
(An)g 3 (a1, . . . , an) 7→ (ao)o∈O(g) ∈ AO(g),
where ao is defined to be ao := ai for an arbitrary i ∈ o. Thus, the codimension of
(An)g inside An is 2(n−|O(g)|). Now, the assertion follows by using the equality
proven in Remark 34 and observing that, in the case of the symmetric group, g and
g−1 have the same age since they are conjugate.
From our considerations above, it follows that in this case the ring H∗(An,Sn) is
integrally graded and the division in even and odd part is the intuitive one.
Let αg and βh be two classes in H∗(An,Sn) =
⊕
g∈Sn H
∗((An)g). As said
above, the bundle F (g, h) is trivial in our case, so it has trivial top Chern class
except when its rank equals 0 and therefore c(g, h) = 1 in formula (25). The
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description of the age as a(g) = n − |O(g)| together with the rank formula (26)
for the bundle F (g, h) stated above implies the following
PROPOSITION 35. — Let A be an abelian surface. Then the ring structure on
H∗(An,Sn) is given by
αg ∪orb βh =

i∗
(
αg|(An)〈g,h〉βh|(An)〈g,h〉
)
if |O(g)|+ |O(h)|+ |O(gh)| =
2|O(g, h)|+ n,
0 otherwise.

Observe that in the language of Lehn and Sorger, the condition on the orbit lengths
means the vanishing of the graph defects which in their description of the singu-
lar cohomology of the Hilbert scheme we have already understood as a necessary
condition in Section 4.
The climax of Section 3 of [7] is the proof of the fact that the orbifold cohomology
ring of [X/Sn] and the cohomology ring of the Hilbert scheme X [n] in the case of
a surface X with trivial canonical bundle are isomorphic after a slight sign change.
We only present the application of this theorem to an abelian surface A.
Let g, h ∈ Sn and set ε(g, h) := (l(g) + l(h) − l(gh)). We change the orbifold
product by defining
αg ∪orb,dt βh := (−1)ε(g,h)αg ∪orb βh
and denote the resulting ring structure by H∗orb,dt([An/Sn]). (The abbreviation
‘dt’ stands for ‘discrete torsion’ which is the physicists term for this sign change.)
Then one has the following
THEOREM ([7], Thm 3.8). — The two rings H∗orb,dt([An/Sn]) and H∗(A[n],C)
are naturally isomorphic. 
In the following section we will prove an according theorem in the case of the
generalized Kummer varieties.
3. Generalized Kummer Varieties
In the last section of [7], Fantechi and Go¨ttsche compute the orbifold cup product
in the case of the generalized Kummer varieties and formulate the conjecture that,
like in the case of the Hilbert scheme, their formula will give the right product after
an analogous sign change.
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In the actual computation, they use isomorphisms which identify for a given sub-
group H of Sn the cohomology of A × (An0 )H and (An)H . Here and in the fol-
lowing, An0 denotes the fibre over 0 of the summation morphism An −→ A. That
is, we have An0 = {(a1, . . . , an)|
∑
aj = 0}.
These isomorphisms, as we will see, are essentially induced by quotients maps with
respect to an operation of the ngcd(H) -torsion points. As such they are naturally in
the context of cohomology but, and this fact is overlooked in [7], commute with
Poincare´ duality only up to a factor, given by the group order. Since there occurs
a push-forward in the computation of the orbifold cup product, the formula of
Fantechi and Go¨ttsche has to be replenished with this factors. Let us recall the
situation:
Our aim is to compute the orbifold cohomology ring of the orbifold [A×An0/Sn],
whereSn operates on A×An0 by permuting the factors of An0 while acting trivially
on A. We will first describe the structure of the space of invariants (A × An0 )H =
A× (An0 )H for a given subgroup H ⊂ Sn.
For such anH , denote again byO(H) the set of the orbits ofH acting on {1, . . . , n}.
Analogously to the case of partitions, we define the greatest common divisor of the
subgroup to be
gcd(H) := gcd ({|o|| o ∈ O(H)}) ,
that is, the greatest common divisor of the orbit lengths of H . In the case of a cyclic
subgroup 〈g〉 ⊂ Sn, we will use both notations gcd(〈g〉) and the shorter gcd(g).
Observe that with this definition, we have for an element g ∈ Sn, whose conjugacy
type corresponds to a partition λ ∈ P (n), the equality gcd(g) = gcd(λ).
Furthermore, we will use the abbreviation A[H] for the gcd(H)-torsion points of
the surface A.
For H ⊂ Sn, let us denote by q the morphism
q : A× (An0 )H −→ (An)H , (a, (bi)i) 7→ (a+ bi)i.
The n-division points A[n] act on A×(An0 )H by setting for c ∈ A[n]: c(a, (bi)i) =
(a− c, (bi + c)i). The map q is just the quotient map for this action. Let us prove
the following lemma (cf. [12], p.243).
LEMMA 36. — In the case that gcd(H) = 1, the fixed locus A × (An0 )H is
isomorphic to (An)H . Furthermore, the n-division points A[n] act trivially on
H∗(A× (An0 )H). It follows that in this case q∗ is an isomorphism
q∗ : H∗((An)H)−˜→H∗(A× (An0 )H).
Proof. Denote by sH : AO(H) → A, (bo)o∈O(H) 7→
∑ |o|bo the morphism to which
the summation An → A corresponds under the identification (An)H = AO(H)
described in Section 2. It follows that we can identify An0 with A
O(H)
0 , the kernel
of sH .
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This yields an exact sequence
0→ AO(H)0 −−−→ AO(H) s
H−−−→ A→ 0.
Since we have assumed that 1 = gcd(H) = gcd(|o|), for o ∈ O(H), we get a
linear combination 1 =
∑
jo|o| with jo ∈ Z. This defines a splitting of sH , by
sending A 3 b 7→ (job)o ∈ AO(H). It follows that AO(H) ' A × AO(H)0 . In
particular AO(H)0 is connected in this case.
To see that the n-division points A[n] act trivially on the level of H∗(A× (An0 )H),
it is enough to embed the action of A[n] in that of a connected group. As we have
seen A× (An)H is a connected group. It acts on itself by
(a′, (b′i))(a, (bi)) = (a− a′, (bi + b′i)).
It follows that the A[n]-action can be embedded in that of A× (An0 )H by sending
A[n] 3 a 7→ (a, (a)i).
Since q∗, as induced by a quotient map, is an isomorphism of H∗((An)H) with
H∗(A× (An0 )H)A[n], the lemma follows. 
It becomes a bit more complicated in the case of a non-trivial greatest common
divisor. In this case, we have the following
LEMMA 37. — Let H ⊂ Sn be a subgroup of Sn. Then A × (An0 )H has |A[H]|
isomorphic connected components A× (An)Hx , with x ∈ A[H].
For each component, we have a natural isomorphism
ϑH : H∗((An)H) ∼−−→ H∗(A× (An)Hx ),
that is induced by a A[n/ gcd(H)]-quotient morphism.
Proof. Let us first determine the connected components of A × (An0 )H : Identify
again (An)H with AO(H) and write sH : AO(H) → A, (bo) 7→
∑ |o|bo for the
summation. If gcd(H) 6= 1, this map does not split. But we can decompose sH
via
sH : AO(H)
shred−−→ A gcd(H)−−−−→ A,
where the last arrow is multiplication with gcd(H) and the first arrow is the reduced
summation morphism, defined by
sHred : A
O(H) → A; (bo) 7→
∑ |o|
gcd(H)
bo.
Using this decomposition and observing that ker(gcd(H)) = A[H], one sees
A
O(H)
0 = ker(s
H) = (sHred)
−1(A[H]) =
∐
x∈A[H]
(An)Hx ,
where we denoted by (An)Hx the fibre of sHred over the gcd(H)-division point x.
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To see that all components are isomorphic, we group the elements of {1, . . . , n}
in sets of gcd(H) elements, each of which is contained in an orbit of H . This
defines a surjection {1, . . . , n} → {1, . . . , ngcd(H)} and gives us a subgroup H of
S(n/ gcd(H)) with gcd(H) = 1 such that we have a one-to-one correspondence of
the orbits of H and H .
Furthermore any z with ngcd(H)z = x induces an isomorphism
j : A× (An)Hx −˜→A× (An/ gcd(H)0 )H , (a, (bo)o∈O(H)) 7→ (a− z, (bo− z)o∈O(H)),
which shows that all components are isomorphic.
But dealing with H ⊂ S(n/ gcd(H)) we are in the situation of Lemma 36 again. In
particular we have the isomorphism
q′∗ : H∗((An/ gcd(H))H) ∼−−→ H∗(A× (An/ gcd(H))H),
which is induced by the A[n/ gcd(H)] quotient morphism
q′ : A× (An/ gcd(H))H → (An/ gcd(H))H ; (a, (bo)) 7→ (a+ bo).
Moreover, it follows, that the isomorphism j∗ on the level of cohomology is inde-
pendent of the choice of z: Indeed, two choices of a point z over x differ by an
element of A[n/ gcd(H)], and we have already seen in Lemma 36 above that this
group acts trivially on H∗(A× (An/ gcd(H)o )H).
Putting everything together, we get an isomorphism ϑH , defined as the composition
ϑH : H∗((An)H) ∼−→
ι∗
H∗((An/ gcd(H))H) ∼−−→
q′∗
H∗(A× (An/ gcd(H))H0 )
∼−→
j∗
H∗(A× (An)Hx ),
where the first arrow is induced by the identification
ι :
(
An/ gcd(H)
)H
= AO(H) = AO(H) = (An)H .
This is what we wanted to prove. 
Observe that ϑH = q∗ if gcd(H) = 1. Thus Lemma 37 is a generalization of
Lemma 36. Observe further that Lemma 37 implies in particular for the cyclic
group H = 〈g〉:
H∗((A×An0 )g) '
⊕
x∈A[g]
H∗((An)g). (28)
The n-division pointsA[n] operate onH∗((A×An0 )g) via the surjection pg : A[n]
A[g], given by multiplication with n/ gcd(g): As we have seen in the proof, a point
z ∈ A[n] identifies A× (An)gx with the fibre A× (An)gx+pg(z). On the cohomology
the kernel of pg acts trivially. Thus on the level of cohomology the point z ∈ A[n]
acts by flipping the component H∗((An)g) ⊂ H∗((A×An0 )g) belonging to x iden-
tically to that belonging to x+ pg(z).
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The following corollary describes the interaction of ϑH with Poincare´ duality. De-
note by PD : H∗ → H∗ the Poincare´ duality map. The isomorphism ϑH = (ιq′j)∗
induces an isomorphism ϑH := (ιq′j)∗ on the level of homology. We can deduce
the following
COROLLARY 38. — Let H ⊂ Sn be a subgroup of Sn and let ϑH and ϑH be the
isomorphisms defined above. Then the following diagram commutes only up to the
factor |A[n]||A[H]| :
H∗((An)H)
PD

ϑH // H∗(A× (An)Hz )
PD

H∗((An)H) H∗(A× (An)Hz ).ϑH
oo
More specifically, the homomorphism PD−1ϑHPDϑH : H∗((An)H)→ H∗((An)H)
is multiplication with |A[n]||A[H]| .
Proof. In general, if q : X −→ Y := X/G is a quotient map between two compact
manifolds, one has
q∗q∗ :=
(
PD−1q∗PDq∗ : H∗(Y ) −→ H∗(Y )
)
= ·|G|
which can be seen immediately by pairing a class q∗q∗α with an arbitrary class β:
〈q∗q∗α, β〉Y = 〈q∗α, q∗β〉X =
∫
X
q∗(αβ) = |G|
∫
Y
αβ = |G|〈α, β〉Y .
In our case, we want to compute PD−1(ιq′j)∗PD(ιq′j)∗ =: ι∗q′∗j∗j∗q′
∗ι∗. But
since j and ι are isomorphisms, we have j∗j∗ = id and in the same manner ι∗ι∗ =
id. The remaining morphism q′ is an A[n/ gcd(H)]-quotient map, whereas
q′∗q
′∗ : H∗(A× (An/ gcd(H))H0 )→ H∗(A× (An/ gcd(H))H0 )
is multiplication with |A[n/ gcd(H)]|.
Thus, we have PD−1ϑHPDϑH = · |A[n]||A[H]| , as asserted. 
This corollary becomes essential when we are dealing with the cohomology push-
forward used in the definition of the orbifold cup product:
Let g, h ∈ Sn and H := 〈g, h〉 the subgroup generated by g and h. The follow-
ing diagram occurs in the last step of the computation of the orbifold cup product,
where one has to push-forward a cohomology class (αg∪βh) ∈
⊕
z∈A[〈gh〉]H
∗(A×
(An)Hz ) along the embedding i : A × (An)Hz ↪→ A × (An)〈gh〉z . Using the iso-
morphisms ϑH and ϑ〈gh〉 one computes the cohomology push-forward along the
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embedding i′ : (An)H ↪→ (An)〈gh〉 instead. This yields the following diagram:
H∗((An)H)
PD

ϑH // H∗(A× (An)Hz )
PD

H∗((An)H)
i′∗

H∗(A× (An)Hz )ϑH
oo
i∗

H∗((An)〈gh〉)
PD−1

H∗(A× (An)〈gh〉z )ϑ〈gh〉
oo
PD−1

H∗((An)〈gh〉)
ϑ〈gh〉// H∗(A× (An)〈gh〉z )
One actually wants to compute the right vertical arrow of the rectangle and com-
putes the left one instead. But the upper and lowest square commute only up to the
factor |A[n/ gcd(H)]| and |A[n/ gcd(〈gh〉)]|, respectively, due to Corollary 38.
We therewith have corrected the orbifold cup product computed by Fantechi and
Go¨ttsche in the case of the generalized Kummer varieties (Proposition 4.1 in [7])
by the factor stated the following
PROPOSITION 39. — The ambient ring H∗(A × An0 ,Sn) of the orbifold [(A ×
An0 )/Sn] is isomorphic to ⊕
g∈Sn
⊕
x∈A[g]
H∗((An)g)
with the ring structure given by
αg,x · βh,y = |A[gh]||A[H]|
∑
z∈A[gh]
ng,h(x, y, z)γgh,z,
where γ ∈ H∗((An)gh) is given by the corresponding product in the Hilbert scheme
case (cf. (35)) and
ng,h(x, y, z) =
∣∣{w ∈ A[H] ∣∣ pg(w) = x, ph(w) = y, pgh(w) = z}∣∣
with the notation pg : A[H]  A[g], the surjection given by multiplication with
gcd(H)
gcd(g) , and analogously for ph and pgh. 
After this correction, it is easy to see that both ring structures coincide, thereby
proving the conjecture that the orbifold cohomology ring of [A × An0/Sn] and
the singular cohomology ring H∗(A × K(n−1)A) coincide after the sign change
described above: Denote again by ε(g, h) = (l(g) + l(h)− l(gh)) and change the
orbifold cup product by the sign
αg,x ∪orb,dt αh,y := (−1)ε(g,h)αg,x · βh,y.
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Denote the resulting ring by H∗orb,dt([A×An0/Sn]). Then, we get the following
THEOREM 40. — The orbifold cohomology ring H∗orb,dt([A×An0/Sn]) is isomor-
phic to H∗(A×K(n−1)A,C).
Proof. We will write down an A[n]-equivariant isomorphism of the underlying
vector spaces and check its compatibility with the ring structures:
On the one hand, due to Corollary 21 in Section 2 of the last chapter, we have for
the cohomology of the product A×K(n−1)A the equality
H∗(A×K(n−1)A,C) =
⊕
λ∈P (n)
⊕
σ∈A[gcd(λ)]∨
H∗(SλA,C)[2(|λ| − n)]
with the group A[n] acting on the factor H∗(SλA,C) belonging to σ via the char-
acter σ.
On the other hand, Proposition 39, the definition (24) of the grading, and equality
(27) gives us a degree preserving isomorphism
H∗(A×An0 ,Sn) =
⊕
g∈Sn
⊕
x∈A[g]
H∗((An)g,C)[2(|O(g)| − n)].
On this ring y ∈ A[n] operates on the part belonging to a permutation g, by sending
a class αg,x to αg,x+pg(y), where pg : A[n]→ A[g] denotes the surjection given by
multiplying with n/ gcd(g).
A choice of a permutation g of conjugacy type λ = (1α1 , . . . , nαn) defines a quo-
tient morphism
(An)g ' AO(g) → AO(g)/C(g),
where C(g) denotes the centralizer of the element g inside Sn. Since g is of conju-
gacy type λ, we can identify AO(g) with A|λ| and therewith identify the centralizer
of g with
∏
Sαi . Thus, we have for each g of conjugacy type λ a
∏
Sαi-quotient
morphism (An)g → SλA. It induces on the level of cohomology an isomorphism
H∗(SλA,C) ' H∗((An)g,C)
∏
Sαi . (29)
Now, let αλ,σ be a cohomology class lying in the σ-weight space of H∗(A ×
K(n−1)A,C) and belonging to the partition λ. Recall that in terms of the coho-
mology of A[n] with values in locally constant systems, this means that
αλ,σ ∈ H∗(SλA,LSλA,σ) ⊂ H∗(A[n], Lσ).
For every g ∈ λ and every x ∈ A[λ] the isomorphism (29) applied to αλ,σ defines
a class in H∗((An)g,C)
∏
Sαi ⊂ H∗((An)g,C), which we denote by αg,x.
With these notations, let Θ be the following homomorphism of vector spaces
Θ: H∗(A×K(n−1)A,C) −→ H∗(A×An0 ,Sn);αλ,σ 7→
∑
g∈λ
∑
x∈A[λ]
σ−1(x)αg,x,
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where we used the fact that σ comes from the injection A[λ]∨ ↪→ A[n]∨, because
otherwise H∗(SλA,LSλA,σ) would be trivial according to Lemma 20 of the last
chapter, and wrote ‘g ∈ λ’ for ‘g is of conjugacy type λ’.
Observe that the class Θ(αλ,σ) lies again in the σ-weight space of H∗(A×An0 ,Sn).
In fact an element z ∈ A[n] acts on Θ(αλ,σ) by
zΘ(αλ,σ) = z
∑
g∈λ
∑
x∈A[λ]
σ−1(x)αg,x =
∑
g∈λ
∑
x∈A[λ]
σ−1(x)αg,x+pg(z)
=
∑
g∈λ
∑
x∈A[λ]
σ−1(x− pg(z))αg,x = σ−1(−z) ·
∑
g∈λ
∑
x∈A[λ]
σ−1(x)αg,x
= σ(z) ·Θ(αλ,σ).
Thus, Θ is equivariant with respect to the action of the n-division points.
Further, by running through all g ∈ λ, we forced that the homomorphism Θ has its
image in H∗(A× An0 ,Sn)Sn = H∗orb([A× An0/Sn]), the invariant part under the
action of the symmetric group. For dimension reasons, it is an isomorphism of the
vector spaces H∗(A×K(n−1)A) and H∗orb([A×An0/Sn]).
It remains to check that Θ is compatible with the ring structures. But this can be
done by a straightforward calculation. Using the notations of Proposition 39, we
have
Θ(αλ,σ) ∪orb,dt Θ(βµ,τ ) =
∑
g∈λ
h∈µ
∑
x∈A[g]
y∈A[h]
σ−1(x)τ−1(y)αg,x ∪orb,dt βh,y
=
∑
g,h
∑
x∈A[g]
y∈A[h]
∑
z∈A[gh]
σ−1(x)τ−1(y)
|A[gh]|
|A[g, h]|ng,h(x, y, z)γgh,z
(A)=
∑
g,h
∑
w∈A[g,h]
(στ)−1(w)
|A[gh]|
|A[g, h]|γgh,pgh(w)
(B)=
∑
g,h
∑
z∈A[gh]
(στ)−1(z)γgh,z
=
∑
ν∈P (n)
∃g,h:gh∈ν
∑
z∈A[ν]
(στ)−1(z)γgh,z
=
∑
ν∈P (n)
∃g,h:gh∈ν
Θ(γν,στ )
= Θ(αλ,σ · βµ,τ ).
We will explain the calculation step by step: The first two equalities are just the
definition of the orbifold cup product.
Equality (A) follows from the definition of the multiplicity ng,h(x, y, z): It counts
the number of points w ∈ A[g, h] lying simultaneously over x, y and z. Instead
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of summing over all x ∈ A[g] and y ∈ A[h] we sum over all w ∈ A[g, h] each
of which gives its contribution for x = pg(w), y = ph(w) and z = pgh(w),
respectively. Since, via the surjections pg and ph, we can treat σ and τ as characters
of the bigger group A[g, h] we have replaced σ−1(x) by σ−1(w) and analogously
for τ , which completes the proof of (A).
Equality (B) can be seen as follows: Denote by ι : K → A[g, h] the kernel of
pgh : A[g, h]  A[gh]. This gives a homomorphism ι∨ : A[g, h]∨  K∨ of the
character groups.
Assume that (στ)−1 ∈ A[g, h]∨ is not the image under p∨gh of a character of the
smaller group A[gh]. In this case, via ι∨, we can consider (στ)−1 as a nontrivial
element in K∨. Running through the set p−1gh (z) for a fixed point z ∈ A[gh],
produces a contribution∑
w∈p−1gh (z)
(στ)−1(w)γgh,pgh(w) = γgh,z
∑
k∈K
(στ)−1(k)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=0
,
where the last sum vanishes since (στ)−1 was assumed to be nontrivial. From this
it follows that we can change the index set of the inner sum from A[g, h] to A[gh]
by just introducing the factor |A[g,h]||A[gh]| which cancels out with the factor occurring in
the orbifold cup product.
The next two equalities are given just by the separation of the occurring permuta-
tions in conjugacy classes and the definition of Θ. For the last equality, one has to
observe that due to the description of the orbifold cup product in Proposition 39,
the sum runs over all partitions ν that occur in the cup product in H∗(A[n],C) '
H∗orb,dt([A
n/Sn]). This coincides with our description of the singular cup product
given in Theorem 32 of the previous chapter, whereas the last equality follows.
This completes the proof of Theorem 40. 
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